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ABSTRACT
The primary goal of the work presented in this dissertation is to generate
microbubbles of a diameter of less than 15um inside micro channels. In order to achieve
this detailed understanding, the facts and limitations behind the generation of
microbubbles inside a micro channel are determined from existing literature. The major
limitations of the current bubble/droplet generators are found to be the bubble
confinement effect, the merging of bubbles, the difficulty in determining bubble diameter
and the need for smaller channels to generate smaller bubbles. A device eliminating these
drawbacks is conceptualized, and its feasibility is studied using COMSOL® and found to
be successful. Based on the findings of the initial studies, prototypes of a new generation
of microbubble/droplet generators are developed in this work. This generator utilizes a
fused silica tube as the channel carrying the secondary fluid. The micro channel into
which the bubbles/droplets are formed is made on a silicon wafer and is sealed using a
glass plate. Both cross-flow and co-flow bubble generation devices are analyzed as part
of this work. The new generation devices have the advantage of generating unconfined
spherical bubbles inside a micro channel while keeping the pressure drop across the
channel as low as possible. The new generation cross-flow bubble generator is able to
produce bubbles smaller than that possible with existing devices. The cross-flow devices
were found to be more efficient in producing microbubbles of smaller diameter in
comparison to a similar co-flow device operating under identical conditions. In order to
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iv
produce smaller microbubbles inside micro channels, a flow focusing technique is
introduced in both cross-flow and co-flow devices. Using flow focusing techniques has
made it possible to produce microbubbles smaller than that possible without flow
focusing. The major parameters that affect bubble formation inside micro channels are
determined using a parametric study of both the fluid properties and the geometry of
micro channels. A mathematical model is developed to predict the bubble diameter at its
detachment from the orifice in a cross-flow device and is validated using experimental
data. Surface tension and drag force are found to be the major factors in determining the
bubble diameter at detachment. Major achievements of this work are summarized below:
1) A new generation of a microbubble/droplet generator capable of producing
unconfined microbubble/droplet is developed in this study.
2) The merging problem of bubbles inside the micro channel immediately after the
bubble detaches from orifice is observed for the first time during this study.
3) A microbubble

of diameter Hum is generated in the micro channel of hydraulic

diameter 162um.
4) The bubbly region of bubble formation inside a micro channel is further divided into
three in this work: confined region, active region and saturation region.
5) The flow focusing technique inside the cross-flow devices is introduced and studied
for the first time during this work.
6) Bubbles of diameter 6um were produced using the flow focusing technique inside the
micro channel of hydraulic diameter 162um.
7) Circular micro channels were found to be more efficient than straight channels when
used in a cross-flow device.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
1.1

Bubble/Droplet Generators

Generation of microbubbles and droplets in micro channels and their applications
are areas of research which have been undergoing extensive research in the last two
decades [1-11]. Microbubbles or microdroplets refer to small gas or liquid filled spheres
dispersed in a liquid medium with size preferably less than lOOum in diameter. What
makes the generation of microbubbles and droplets an interesting area for researchers is
the wide area of applications that they have in the modern fields of engineering [1-10].
Microbubbles have the capability of dissolving in liquids very abruptly, thus allowing a
complete change from gaseous form to liquid form in a very efficient manner. One of the
most potentially useful applications of microbubbles developed recently, based on its
phase changing capability, is the direct oxygenation of the blood [1]. Researchers have
shown that a microbubble of a diameter less than 20um will escape the pulmonary
filtration and will dissolve in blood within 5 seconds [1]. This application, if used
effectively, can eliminate the use of mechanical ventilators which cause damage to the
lung tissues during treatment of acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS). It is
estimated that 190,000 people are affected by ARDS annually, out of which 74,500
deaths are reported every year [1]. Other biomedical applications of microbubbles include

1

2

ultra sound activated microbubble for cancer detection and treatment, targeted drug
delivery for cells, and gene therapy [2, 3]. Microbubbles, when accumulated in cancerous
regions, or regions with tumor, can be imaged by passing ultrasonic radiations through
the microbubbles. Drug delivery by microbubbles involves coating the bubble using
desired chemicals in micro channels using the layer by layer assembly [4]. Using a
microbubble as a biomedical valve is another potential application [5]. The use of
microbubble/droplets in chemical reactors enables the precise mixing of the chemicals in
micro reactors, which enhances the reaction rate, reduces the amount of reactants, trims
down processing time, increases the ease of reactions and reduces the expense of
reactions by increasing throughput [6]. It has been demonstrated recently that the
properties of many polymer materials can be controlled by the use of microdroplets
generated in micro channel [7]. The concept of micro mixers which evolved in this
decade requires precise control of the droplet/bubble volume for its flawless operation
[8]. The most recent application involving droplets is the micro and nano manufacturing
of 3D structures (prototyping) [9, 10]. Few researchers have successfully demonstrated
the manufacturing of nano and micro wire and 3D structures using the droplet merging
techniques [9, 10]. All the above discussed applications need precise control of the
bubble/droplet size for the successful implementation. Thus understanding the dynamics
behind the bubble/droplet formation and investigating new efficient methods to generate
smaller bubbles/droplets in micro channels is very significant for various fields of
engineering.

3

1.1.1

Overview on the current bubble/droplet generation
methods
The methods used to form microbubbles and droplets have evolved into two

categories over the last decade [11-13].The first category, termed the active method,
involves the formation of a microbubble/droplet using some form of an external actuation
mechanism. This mechanism acts either on the microbubble/droplet or on the orifice,
which helps the droplet/bubble detachment [14-16]. An external activation mechanism
can be of any type, such as thermal actuation, pressure actuation, etc. The need for
external actuation makes the implementation of the active bubble/droplet generation
method very complicated. The study presented in this dissertation deals with the second
category, known as the passive method. This method uses the viscous stress acting on the
bubble/droplet (during its formation) by the pressure driven flow in micro channels to
help its detachment [18, 23-47]. Passive microbubble/droplet generation is further
classified into three sub-types based on the direction of the fluid flows in the micro
channels: co-flow bubble/droplet generation, focused flow bubble/droplet generation, and
cross-flow bubble/droplet generation [11]. The liquid into which the bubble/droplet is
dispersed is referred to as the base fluid, and the liquid or gas which makes up the
bubble/droplet is referred to as the secondary fluid throughout this study. Likewise the
micro channel carrying the base fluid is termed the base channel and the micro channel
carrying the secondary fluid is termed the secondary channel. The base fluid flows
continuously in the micro channel and helps the detachment of a bubble/droplet by
exerting viscous stress on the droplet/bubble during its growth. Figure 1.1 presents the
schematic representation of current bubble/droplet generators.

4

Figure 1.1 Schematic diagram showing co-flow, focused flow and cross-flow
bubble/droplet generators
In the co-flow bubble/droplet generation method, the micro channel carrying the
secondary liquid is placed inside the base micro channel (Figure 1.1) [18, 26, 36, 39].
Both the fluids flow in the same direction, and the viscous stress enforced by the base
fluid on the sides of the secondary liquid will cause the detachment of the bubble/droplet
from the orifice. The focused flow devices use the principle of co-flow bubble/droplet
generators, but make use of some geometric modifications of the base channel [37, 38,
40-43]. This arrangement helps the flow of base liquid around the secondary channel to
be focused at the orifice, and thus gets more viscous stress applied on the bubble/droplet
during formation. In the cross-flow bubble/droplet generation method, the secondary
liquid enters the micro channel carrying the base liquid through a micro channel, which is
placed perpendicular to it [30-35, 44, 45]. This arrangement forms a T-junction where the
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bubble/droplets are generated due to the viscous stress of the base fluid acting on the
secondary fluid during bubble/droplet formation. All the different forces acting on the
microbubble/droplet during its formation are discussed in the Chapter 3. Figure 1.1 shows
the schematic representations of the co-flow bubble/droplet generation method, a
commonly used flow focusing method and cross-flow bubble/droplet generation method,
respectively.
Compared to the active method the passive method has the advantage of ease of
implementation and the capability of generating uniform sized microbubble/droplets
during consecutive intervals [1]. However, the major disadvantages are the formation of
satellite bubble/droplets, which are small bubble/droplets that form and follow the mother
bubble just after the detachment of the mother bubble/droplets. The passive method also
needs high pumping power to establish flow through the micro channels [11, 21, 33].
Few researchers have tried to address this problem by properly tuning the bubble/droplet
formation either by using modified geometries inside the micro channels (for co-flow) or
by limiting the bubble/droplet formation to certain regions of the liquid flow rates [37-39,
40, 42].
1.1.2

Limitations of the current bubble/droplet generators
Even though bubble/droplets are used in numerous applications, such as lab on

chip, layer by layer assembly, drug delivery, chemical mixing, etc, the characterization of
the bubble/droplet generating mechanism has not reached a satisfactory level which can
be used by the scientific community [11, 12]. For example, in the co-flow and flow
focusing devices, there is not a single mechanism which can predict the detachment of
the bubble/droplet from the orifice [11-13]. In the cross-flow device, viscous stress and
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interfacial tension between the liquids are considered to be the most dominating factors in
the detachment mechanism of the bubble/droplet, and certain models have been
developed based on this mechanism [26, 27]. However, these assumptions are taken from
the macro level experiments done in the last decade and have not been experimentally
validated in the micro channels until now [11, 17, 18]. The major limitations of the
current methods used for the generation of microbubble/droplets are listed below.
1.1.2.1 Bubble/droplet confinement
The major constraint that adds to the complexity in the prediction of the
bubble/droplet detachment mechanism and detachment diameter is the bubble/droplet
confinement inside the base channel, which in turn is due to the size of the
bubble/droplet. This size is often bigger than the hydraulic diameter of the micro channel
in which they are formed [18, 29-43]. Figure 1.2 shows a bubble that is being confined in
a micro channel and Figure 1.3 represents a cross-flow bubble generator with micro
channels of same depth.

Figure 1.2 Microbubble confined inside a micro channel [45]
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Figure 1.3 T-junction bubble/droplet made with same depth micro channels

In all currently available passive bubble/droplet generation methods, the base
channel and the secondary channel are of the same depth [17-22, 29-33]. Consequently,
as the bubble/droplet starts to grow inside the base channel, it is already confined to both
the top and the bottom walls of the base channel. And, as the bubble/droplet continues to
grow this confinement effect increases. In addition, depending on the ratio of flow rate of
the base fluid to that of the secondary fluid, the bubble/droplet can get confined to the
sidewalls of the base channel as well. Thus, if this ratio is high, the bubble/droplet will
get confined to all the four walls of the base channel, blocking the entire flow through it
(Figure 1.2). If the ratio is low, the bubble/droplet will get confined only by the top and
bottom walls of the base channel. The transition between the confined bubble and
unconfined bubble is given by Thomas Cubaud and Chih-Ming Ho in 2004 (Equation
1.1) [49].
aL

QL

(i.i)

QL+Qc

The transition between the unconfined and the confined bubble occurs when the
value of aL approaches 0.75 [49]. Here QL and QQ represent the flow rate of liquid and
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gas through the micro channels. In the case of cross-flow devices, the bubble/droplet will
get confined to one of the side walls even at small ratios of liquid flow (as can be
observed from Figure 1.1). The confinement of the bubble/droplet on the channel walls
will require some extra force from the base fluid to get the bubble/droplet detached from
the orifice, due to the interaction between the channel wall and the bubble/droplet. In
addition, when the bubble/droplet gets confined to the channel walls, a thin layer of the
base liquid is assumed to be formed between the walls and the bubble/droplet, preventing
the bubble/droplet from being attached to the walls [20]. This phenomenon demands the
usage of a fully wettable surface for the base micro channel and increases the complexity
of both mathematical modeling and experimental setup [19, 20]. It has been reported in
the past that if both the liquids wet the channel surface comparably, the bubble/droplet
formation in the device will not be uniform in size. This effect increases as the size of the
channel decreases [11]. Even though some models were proposed to predict the
bubble/droplet detachment (for cross-flow) with the confinement effect, none of them
provided a complete characterization of the detachment conditions with experimental
validation [30, 35]. Few researchers have tried to overcome the issue of bubble/droplet
confinement by making the width of the secondary channel small compared to the base
channel. But none of them was able to solve the confinement problem. Other studies tried
getting around this problem by using both the base and secondary micro channel of lesser
depth compared to the width of the channels [33, 37, 40]. This approach helped in
reducing the confinement effect of the bubble/droplet on to the side walls, but increased
the confinement of the bubble/droplet on to the top and the bottom walls of the base
micro channels, and forced the bubble/droplet to take a disk shape [37]. In conclusion,
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none of these studies really helped in reducing the complexity of developing a model
which can characterize the bubble/droplet detachment criteria and diameter at the
detachment of the bubble/droplet.
1.1.2.2 Merging of consecutive bubbles/droplets
A major limitation caused by the bubble/droplet confinement effect is the merging
of the subsequent bubble/droplet close to the orifice. Merging of the bubble/droplet
happens just after the detachment of the bubble/droplet from the orifice. The with a
bubble/droplet that is confined to the liquid channel walls moves along the base channel
reduced velocity compared to the base liquid velocity. The reduction in the
bubble/droplet velocity is mainly due to the bubble/droplet interaction with the channel
walls. To a lesser extent, this is due to the decrease in the superficial velocity of the
bubble/droplet caused by the increased cross-sectional area of the bubble/droplet. Since
the subsequent bubble/droplet formation at the orifice is not affected by the reduction of
the bubble/droplet velocity of the previously detached bubble/droplet, it continues to
grow at a normal velocity. This phenomenon ends up in the merging of the successive
bubble/droplet. As the confinement of the bubble/droplet increases, the number of
bubbles being merged into the previously detached bubble/droplet increases. As the
confinement of the bubble/droplet increases, the number of bubbles being merged into
the previously detached bubble/droplet increases. The bubble/droplet merging causes the
bubble/droplet to increase its diameter even after its detachment from the orifice, making
the prediction of the bubble/droplet diameter more complicated. This issue was first
observed and reported during the research work conducted for this study and is explained
further in the later chapters. Figure 1.4 represents the bubble merging issue.
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Figure 1.4 Consecutive microbubbles merging with each other right after getting
detached from the orifice

1.1.2.3 Bubble diameter and satellite bubble formation
Another major issue associated with the usage of micro channels of the same
depth for both base and secondary channel of the bubble/droplet generator is the
constraint it automatically generates on the minimum size of the microbubble/droplet that
can be produced. For both the co-flow and the cross-flow bubble/droplet generators, the
minimum size of the bubble/droplet generated depends on the hydraulic diameter of the
secondary channel. The bubble/droplet is assumed to detach from the orifice when the
neck length of the bubble/droplet becomes equal to the diameter of the orifice from which
it is generated [24, 26]. To obtain uniform sized bubble/droplet at regular intervals and to
avoid satellite bubble/droplet formation, the diameter of the bubble/droplet generated
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should be greater than the hydraulic diameter of the secondary channel. In an effort to
overcome this issue, researchers started using micro channels of smaller dimensions at a
cost of increasing the pressure drop across the channel. The focused flow bubble/droplet
generators can solve the problem to an extent, but this technique increases the frequency
of the satellite bubble/droplets following the mother bubble/droplets [31, 34, 36, 43].
1.1.2.4 Determination of bubble diameter
Additionally, the accurate determination of the diameter of the bubble/droplet
formed using the existing bubble/droplet generators is a major concern as the
bubble/droplet generated is not spherical. Though several effective methods for
determining the volume of the bubble/droplet formed inside the micro channels have
been proposed, the exact determination of the bubble/droplet diameter increases the
complexity of the prediction model [33, 38, 39]. The usage of image processing software
helps in reducing the complexity of calculating the bubble/droplet size experimentally,
but the complexity of bubble/droplet size prediction using a mathematical model still
remains high [33, 37].

1.2

Research Objectives

Even though a broad investigation on the parameters that affects the
bubble/droplet formation in micro channels is included in the current study, the main
objective of this work throughout its phases is to generate microbubbles of size less than
15um in diameter for the purpose of the direct oxygenation of blood as discussed earlier.
Microbubbles of dimensions less than 15um in diameter will dissolve in liquid (blood) in
less than 5 seconds [1]. This phenomenon can be used to oxygenate blood directly
without the help of mechanical ventilators, and thereby provide better options for the
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treatment of medical conditions like acute respiratory distress syndrome. The secondary
objective of this work is to produce and understand the mechanism behind the formation
of unconfined bubble/droplets inside micro channels for a wide range of fluid flow rate
through both the base and secondary channels and thereby overcome the limitations like
bubble/droplet confinement discussed in the Section 1.1.
For attaining both the above objectives, a new technique was introduced in this
study for the generation of fully spherical unconfined bubble/droplets inside a micro
channel. The new technique can be used for both cross-flow and co-flow bubble/droplet
generation methods. The microbubbles/droplets generated using the new technique are
further used for understanding the phenomenon behind the bubble/droplet generation in
micro channels. The experimental results obtained from the new technique are used to
validate the mathematical model developed for cross-flow bubble generation model. The
mathematical model is capable of predicting the formation of the microbubbles, diameter
at detachment, and the detachment criteria (the main forces which are dominating the
bubble detachment mechanism). A numerical model is also developed to study the
feasibly of using flow focusing technique inside the cross-flow bubble/droplet generator.
The third objective of this work is to introduce flow focusing inside the crossflow bubble/droplet generators and obtain smaller bubble/droplets at lower Reynolds
number of the base fluid compared to the models which do not use the flow focusing
techniques. This technique will provide a method to create small unconfined
bubbles/droplets at a lower liquid pumping power through the base micro channel. The
current work is the first ever reported study which introduces flow focusing in a crossflow micro channel bubble/droplet generator. The flow focusing technique is
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implemented in both cross-flow and co-flow devices and an optimization of flow
focusing structure geometries are carried out during the study.
1.2.1

New generation bubble/droplet generators
The basic concept behind the new generation of bubble/droplet generators

introduced in this work is to use secondary channels which have a hydraulic diameter
much smaller than that of the base channel. The schematic for the new generation
bubble/droplet generators for both co-flow and cross-flow devices is shown in Figure 1.5.

Qs

4.
Figure 1.5 Schematic representation of the new generation bubble/droplet generator in
co-flow and cross-flow device

The new concept is improvised into a device form by using fused silica tubes with
less inner diameter than the hydraulic diameter of the base channel as the secondary
channel. The outer diameter of the fused silica tube is selected at the same depth as the
base channel. The manufacturing techniques involved in the development of new
generation bubble/droplet generators are explained in Chapter 4. Using a fused silica tube
as the secondary channel has two advantages. First, the hydraulic diameter of the
secondary channel can be selected anywhere from 2um up to the desired range according
to the application of the bubble/droplet generator. This provides the flexibility of
attaining unconfined bubbles inside micro channels at very low Reynolds numbers of
base liquid flow. The second advantage comes with the alignment of the orifice to the
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base channel wall. Aligning the fused silica tube towards the side wall of the base
channel positions, the orifice of the bubble/droplet generator at the center of the side wall,
which is very important for the generation of the unconfined microbubbles/droplets.
The inner diameter of the fused silica tube can be selected from a wide range of
values from 2um and above. Since the orifice diameter of the secondary channel is the
same as that of the inner diameter of the fused silica tube, the bubble/droplet formation
will not be confined to any channel walls. A fully spherical bubble/droplet will start
growing from the orifice, and the detachment will take place before it gets confined to
any of the channel walls. During the initial stages of the study, the inner diameter of the
fused silica tube is selected in such a way that it is less than the base micro channel
diameter by at least by a factor of 5 for air bubbles and by a factor of 2 for the
bubble/droplet. This eliminates the chance of the bubble/droplet touching the side walls
of the channel even at low values of Reynolds number of liquid flow. The confinement
can happen only if the velocity of the base fluid is low compared to the velocity of
secondary fluid, and this threshold ratio for a wide range of base channel to secondary
channel ratio is found out experimentally and is discussed in Chapter 6. The fabrication
steps involved in the development of the bubble/droplet generators with fuse silica tube
as the secondary channel is explained in Chapter 4.
The new technique introduced for bubble/droplet generation is used in the
development of both the cross-flow and co-flow devices. The dimension criteria between
the orifice diameter and base channel hydraulic diameter is kept same for both the crossflow and co-flow devices. In the new generation bubble/droplet generators, the base
liquid flow is more well distributed around the bubble/droplet during its formation
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(unlike in the currently used droplet/bubble generators). This generator, in turn, will limit
the elongation of the bubble/droplet neck from the orifice into the base channel, thus
helping it to get detached from the orifice at a smaller diameter. This phenomenon will
also help to eliminate the satellite bubble/droplet formation after the mother
bubble/droplet gets detached. The satellite bubble/droplets are caused due to the
elongation of the bubble/droplet into the base channel [33].
1.2.2

Flow focusing in cross-flow bubble/droplet generators
Flow focusing is a technique currently being used in co-flow bubble/droplet

generators to improve their performance. In the current study, a flow focusing technique
is introduced into the cross-flow bubble/droplet generation device by modifying the base
channel geometry to get the base fluid flow focused onto the orifice of the bubble/droplet
formation. This flow focusing technique will help the bubble/droplet to get detached from
the orifice at a smaller diameter than in the normal cross-flow devices with same channel
dimensions. Until date flow focusing was limited to the co-flow devices. This technique
has the advantage of getting smaller bubbles/droplets at same Reynolds number of base
liquid flow inside channels of same dimensions compared to the one without flow
focusing structures. A schematic representation of the flow focusing technique in the
cross-flow device is given in Figure 1.6.
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Figure 1.6 Schematic representation of flow focusing technique in a cross-flow
bubble/droplet generation device

As can be seen in Figure 1.6, a semi-circular shape is introduced in front of the
orifice so that the local liquid flow velocity is increased, which increases the viscous
stress that is being applied to the bubble/droplet during its formation. The increased base
liquid velocity will reduce the absolute pressure in front of the orifice, thereby helping
the growth of the bubble/droplet. The flow focusing technique has the advantage of
generating smaller bubble/droplets in bigger channels without much increase in pressure
drop across the base channel. An optimization based on the shape and size of the flow
focusing structures is carried out in this study, and the corresponding numerical and
mathematical models are developed for the prediction of the bubble/droplet formation
and detachment diameter.

CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter gives a brief literature review of bubble/droplet generation study done
in the past. Some relevant macro level bubble/droplet generation studies from 1960 to
this decade are also included in this review because most of the assumptions used in the
micro level study is adapted from the macro level research done in the past. Relevant
studies on microbubble/droplet generation using both cross-flow and co-flow technique
in this decade are reviewed and presented in the order of publication date.

2.1

Macro Level Bubble/Droplet Generators

The study of the bubble/droplet generation and detachment in macro scale started in
the late 1960's. One of the first works which studied bubble generation in stagnant liquid
was reported in 1969 by Ramakrishnan, Kumar and Kuloor [23]. Since then, the study of
bubble generation, in macro scale both mathematically and experimentally, and in
stagnant as well as flowing water has been carried out by several researchers. Volume of
the bubbles formed from a single orifice in horizontal flowing liquid was investigated by
Nojima et.al in 1981 [24]. The study was conducted for constant gas flow rate for
different gas chamber pressures. A mathematical model supported by empirical results
was put forward by the researches based on some assumptions. The major assumptions
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were that the bubble formation was spherical, and that the bubble moves at the same
velocity of the base liquid after its detachment from the orifice. The study concluded that
bubbles of smaller size can be generated in the flowing liquid (compared to the stagnant
liquid), and the moving liquid has no effect on the bubble formation during the initial
stages of its growth. Marshall and Chudacek proposed a mathematical model in 1993
which used potential flow theory to study the bubble formation from an orifice in cross
flowing liquid [25]. The results obtained by solving the mathematical model were
compared with the experimental results and were validated. The liquid inertia force was
found to be the major factor in determining the single bubble growth. Bhunia et al.
studied the bubble formation using a co-flow device both under normal and reduced
gravity in 1998 and proved that the gas momentum flux, buoyancy, surface tension and
drag force were the important factors affecting the bubble growth and detachment [26].
Nahra and Kamotani studied bubble formation in cross current liquid flow under reduced
gravity conditions in 2000 [27]. They developed a simple mathematical model to predict
the bubble formation, and experiments were conducted to support the mathematical
model. They separated the force acting on the bubbles during its formation into two
types, attaching forces and detaching forces. The study showed that the bubble detaches
from the orifice when the sum of detaching forces, such as gas momentum, overcomes
the attaching forces, such as the liquid drag and inertia. The study also stated that the
surface tension does not have much effect on the detachment criteria, as the bubble shifts
its location from the orifice along the liquid flow even before the detachment happens.
The study also proved that the inclination angle of the bubble formation plays a major
part in determining the forces that affect the bubble detachment from the orifices.
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Later, in 2002 they came up with an improved model for the prediction of bubble
growth and detachment diameter [28]. The study was further extended to bubble
formation under normal gravity. A new improved force balance equation with x and y
dimension was developed during the study. Experiments were conducted under both
normal and reduced gravity conditions to validate the mathematical model. The study
showed that under normal gravity buoyancy is also a major force acting on the bubble
during its formation and detachment. However, the scope of the study was limited to the
prediction of the bubbles which had a diameter of 50% of the hydraulic diameter of the
liquid channel in which they were formed. The bubbles were assumed to be almost
spherical during their formation, and the model cannot predict the formation of
significantly deformed bubbles during its formation. Sadatomi et al. developed a
microbubble generator in 2004 using a macro scale cylindrical tube with a spherical body
inserted into it [29]. Water was pumped into the cylindrical tube with a spherical body,
causing a very high velocity of the water flow around the spherical body. High velocity
causes the absolute pressure around the spherical body to drop below the atmospheric
pressure, and this reduced pressure pulls air though the nozzles placed around the
spherical body in the tube. The turbulence generated by the high velocity of water breaks
down the sucked in air bubbles into microbubbles. Although this method provided an
easier method to generate microbubbles, it lacked control over the size of the
microbubbles being generated inside the tube. An optimum size of the spherical body to
be used in a known diameter of tube to generate microbubbles was developed from the
work with the aid of experimental data.
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2.2

Micro Level Cross-flow Bubble/Droplet Generators

Sung Sam Kim, in his Ph.D. dissertation, "Generation of Oxygen Microbubbles in
a Micro Channel With Cross Current Liquid Flow," in 2001 studied the generation of
microbubbles in micro channel using the cross-flow technique [47]. The micro channels
were made of silicon wafer, and the orifice was made using an ion milling technique at
the top corner of the side wall of the micro channel. The objective of the work was to
generate microbubbles of less than 20um in size consistently, but failed to achieve its
objective. The study was able to produce microbubbles around 45 um in diameter, using
variable gas pressure in a chamber close to the orifice. The major drawback of the study
was the manufacturing constrains which restricted the researchers from aligning the
orifice towards the center of the side wall of the base channel. Even though the study was
not able to produce microbubbles of the desired size, the study provided a good stepping
stone towards the current study presented in this dissertation.
Graaf et al. studied the droplet generation in cross-flow droplet generators both
experimentally and numerically in 2006 [30]. The Lattice Boltzmann method was used to
study the droplet formation and transportation through the micro channel numerically.
The flow profile and the wetting boundary condition were validated by the experimental
data generated during the study. The study analyzes the similarity in the shape of the
droplet formation in both the numerical and experimental model, but lacks a good
comparison of the droplet diameter and detachment frequency between the numerical and
the experimental results. A parametric optimization based on the interfacial tension
between the two fluids and liquid flow rate through both the channels was also included
in the study. Husny and Cooper-White studied the elasticity effect of the droplet
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formation in the cross channel droplet generators in 2006 [31]. The study showed that the
pressure balance between the base and the secondary channel governs the droplet
formation in the initial stages. But as the droplet grows bigger, the drag force will
dominate its formation and detachment. The same observation was made by Nahra and
Kamotani in 2000 [27]. They also studied the effect of the viscosity ratio between the
base and the secondary fluid, and concluded that the usage of an elastic secondary fluid
will result in the formation of the satellite droplets. Menech et al. studied the droplet
formation in micro channels in 2007, and classified the droplet formation into three
regions based on the capillary number; squeezing, dripping and jetting [32]. At low
values of capillary number, squeezing occurs and is governed by the pressure upstream of
the secondary liquid. Dripping occurs at the intermediate values of capillary numbers and
is also affected by the channel dimensions. Jetting will occur only at very high values of
capillary numbers.
Zhang and Wang experimentally studied the bubble formation in the cross-flow
micro channel in 2009 [33]. Bubbles formed in the study were of quasi cylinder shape
due to the small aspect ratio of the channels. The experiment found that both the capillary
number and the pressure drop inside the base channel (from the T-junction to the outlet of
the base channel) influence the bubble formation and bubble volume. The bubble volume
was found to decrease exponentially with the increase in the capillary number. Xiang and
LaVan studied the formation of droplet in micro channel numerically using the CFD
package COMSOL in 2009 [34]. The authors reported that the results from their model
were in agreement with the CFD models and that the maximum deviation is only 10%.
But the results of the model showed considerable variation from the experimental results.
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A two dimensional mathematical model was developed by T. J. John et.al for
predicting the formation of a gas bubble and its diameter at detachment inside a micro
channel in 2009 [44]. The model was developed by considering all the forces that act on
the bubble during its growth, and the detachment was predicted to happen when the sum
of all the attaching forces equals the sum of all detaching forces. This same approach was
used by some previous researchers [27, 28]. A bubble detachment criterion was
developed by matching the forces acting on the bubble using the trigonometric relation
between the sides of a right triangle. This method was adopted from a previous work
done in 2001 by Sung Sam Kim [47]. Substituting the expressions for each forces acting
on the force balance equation and rearranging the equation gave the final expression for
determining the bubble formation and diameter of the bubble at detachment. The
equation obtained for predicting the bubble formation in the normal micro channel under
cross fluid flow was modified to predict the bubble formation and bubble diameter for
micro channels with flow focusing techniques. More than developing a mathematical
model for the prediction of bubble formation the study introduced the benefit of using
flow focusing in the cross-flow bubble generators for the first time. In order to study the
feasibility of introducing flow focusing techniques in the bubble generators a 2D
numerical model was developed using the CFD software COMSOL by T. J. John and H.
Hegab in 2009 [45]. The model studied the bubble generation inside the micro channel
with and without flow focusing technique for a range of liquid flow through the base
channel. The gas flow through the secondary channel was kept constant. Level set
function, which is a numerical method used to track the change in the interfaces between
water and air, was used to determine the interface between the bubble and base liquid.
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The effect of the droplet diameter on the shape of the flow focusing structures was also
studied using three different shapes: semi-circle, triangle and full circle (kept at the
middle of the base channel, so that liquid will flow through both sides). The semi-circular
structures showed the best performance as the flow focusing structure. It was observed
that as the diameter of the semi-circle increased, the size of the bubble decreased.
Timgren et al. developed a force balance model to predict droplet generations
inside a cross-flow droplet generator in 2010 [35]. Experimental work for the purpose of
validation was done in micro channels made out of PDMS material. The study concluded
that the major factor influencing the formation of the droplet is the pressure driven force
acting on the droplet by the secondary fluid and, at high values of capillary number, the
neck of droplet extends more into the base channel. In 2010 T.J. John and H. Hegab
introduced a new generation of cross-flow microbubble generators, which can produce
unconfined spherical bubbles in a micro channel at low Reynolds numbers of liquid flow
through the base channel [48]. The base micro channel was made of a silicon wafer and
fused silica tube with an inner diameter of 20um was used as the secondary channel. The
paper demonstrated some initial results in which bubbles of around lOOum were
produced in micro channels of hydraulic diameter 360um. Luo. G. S. et al. studied the
microbubble generation in a T-Junction micro channel in 2010 [50]. The base channel
was made of PMMA material by micro milling, and the smallest dimension used was
600um. A metal capillary tube was used as the secondary channel, and the inner
dimension of the tube used was 190um. Flow focusing was introduced inside the base
channel by extending the secondary channel into the base channel, and its effect on the
bubble diameter formed was studied. Microbubbles of a size as low as lOOum were
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produced by the flow focusing technique. Huai Z. Li et al. investigated the regions of
bubble formation in the T-junction micro channel in 2010 [51]. The micro channels were
160um wide and 40um deep and were made on a glass plate using standard
photolithography and chemical wetting techniques. Three regions of bubble formation,
squeezing, dripping and transition regimes, based on dimensional numbers like gas to
liquid flow rate ratio, capillary number etc., were identified in the device.

2.3

Micro Co-Flow and Flow Focusing Bubble/Droplet Generators

Carmer et al. studied the droplet formation from a co-flowing droplet device using
a capillary tube as the secondary channel in 2004 [36]. The base channel was of macro
scale (20mm high, 2.5mm wide and 200mm in length). The study investigated the effect
of droplet formation on factors such as flow rates of fluids, interfacial tension, and
viscous ratio between the two fluids, and concluded consequently that interfacial tension
is the main attaching force acting on the droplet. The droplet tends to form a spherical
shape. At high values of viscosity, ratio satellite droplets were observed in the channel.
However, the study lacked the support of a mathematical model to study the droplet
behavior. A group of researchers from Harvard University and the University of Toronto
studied the bubble formation in a micro channel using a flow focusing device [37]. The
structure was made of PDMS material, and water was filled in the channel soon after its
bonding to ensure the hydrophilic character of the base channel walls. The bubbles were
disk shaped and were mono dispersed into the base channel. The study mainly focused on
the proof of concept, and it concluded that the major factors affecting the bubble
generation included not only interfacial tension and viscous force.
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Xiong et al. studied the bubble generation in a micro channel with co-flow
technique [38]. In this study, the secondary channel was located towards one side of the
base channel so that the base fluids interacted with the secondary fluid (air) only through
one side. Syringe pumps were used to disperse both the base and the secondary fluid into
the channel. The bubble formation and detachment were studied for different viscosities
and surface tensions. The same group extended their work by adding CFD simulations to
reinforce the experimental work in 2007 [39]. However, the bubbles formed had a
capsule shape, and in addition, the paper didn't provide a good comparison between the
simulation and the experimental results. Hashimoto et al. studied the feasibility of
coupling parallel flow focusing devices into one device in 2008 [40]. The structures were
made of PDMS materials, and measures were taken to avoid the wetting of the base
channel walls by the secondary fluid. The study proved that the coupling of more than
one flow focusing device, to get, multiple bubbles did not affect the bubble formation in
the channel. Saeki et al. in 2008 studied the formation of the droplet from a co-flowing
device having elongated thread like the flow of the secondary fluid [41]. Even though the
study didn't reveal any new information about the droplet formation other than the ones
already observed and published, the integration of multiple channels in one device was
demonstrated in the study. Dietrich et al. experimentally investigated the bubble
formation in the micro channel with three different flow focusing devices using micro
PIV in 2009 [42]. The work was supported by the CFD simulations and concluded that
the main factor influencing the bubble pinch off from the orifice is the pressure difference
between the two phases. The bubble formation and detachment mechanism in flow
focusing micro channels was investigated experimentally and numerically by Taotao et
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al. in 2009 [43]. The study also focused on the formation of the satellite droplet
formation, and concluded that the satellite droplet formation depended on the elongation
of the secondary fluid into the base channel.
This brief review of the publications on the cross-flow, co-flow and the focused
flow devices published in the last decade shows that the mechanism of the droplet
formation in a co-flow device is not completely characterized until now. Almost all of the
models produced confined bubble/droplets inside the micro channel. A mathematical
model that can predict the droplet formation in the co-flow device is yet to be developed.
None of the devices or models (either co-flow, cross-flow or focused flow) to date were
successful in generating a fully spherical droplet inside a micro channel and interpreting
the droplet formation mechanism and the detachment mechanism to an acceptable level.

CHAPTER 3

THEORETICAL MODEL
The bubble/droplet formation in cross-flow liquid flow has been studied under
normal and reduced gravity throughout last two decades [25, 27, 28]. However, almost all
of these studies were confined to the macro scale bubble formation. Few researchers have
tried to develop a mathematical model for the prediction of bubble/droplet formation in
micro channels [30]. A general approach used in the development of the model for the
prediction of bubble formation in cross-flow bubble generation is by considering the
forces acting on the bubbles, and balancing the forces according to the direction in which
they act on the bubble during its formation [27, 28]. This approach has been widely used,
but very few have tried to experimentally validate it in the micro level bubble/droplet
formation. Sung Sam Kim developed a mathematical force balance model for bubble
generation in micro channels in his Ph.D. dissertation in 2001 [47]. The model was based
on variable gas flow rate and was achieved by placing a gas chamber near the orifice of
bubble formation. The gas pressure inside the chamber varies with the bubble formation.
The model was supported with the help of experimental data, but it suffered a
considerable variation from the experimental data. T. J. John et al. developed a two
dimensional mathematical model using the same approach to predict the bubble
formation in micro channels with the constant gas flow method [44]. The constant gas
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flow was attained by using an infinite long gas channel (compared to the hydraulic
diameter of the secondary channel) connected to a pressurized gas chamber. The model
was further modified to study the effect of introducing flow focusing inside the base
micro channel. The developed model is presented in the Section 3.1.

3.1

Microbubble Growth and Detachment Model

The forces acting on the bubble during its formation can be classified into two
types according to the direction in which it is acting. The forces acting in favor of the
bubble formation can be classified as detaching forces, and those obstructing the bubble
formation can be classified as attaching forces. Each of the forces acting on the
microbubbles and the direction of each force is represented in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1 Schematic figure showing direction of different forces acting on the
microbubble during its growth [44]

The general assumption behind the model development is that when the sum of
the attaching forces equals the detaching forces, the bubble will get detached from the
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orifice. To keep the model simple and straight forward for solving purposes, certain
assumptions need to be made. They are as below:
1) The fluid does not undergo phase change while flowing through the device.
2) A non slip boundary condition is assigned to the walls in contact with the fluid.
3) The fluid is assumed to be incompressible.
4) Thermo physical properties are assumed constant.
5) Phenomenon such as viscous heat dissipation and flow maldistribution are considered
negligible.
As stated earlier in this section, the forces acting on the microbubble during the
microbubble formation are classified into either attaching or detaching forces. The
dominating attaching forces that obstruct the bubble growth and its detachment are the
surface tension and inertia force. While surface tension acts towards the orifice of bubble
generation, inertial force acts in the negative Y-direction. The direction of surface tension
force changes its angle towards both the X and Y axes as the bubble extends towards the
positive X direction. The drag force is the major detaching force and it acts in the
direction of the liquid flow. Since the bubble formation is inside the micro channel, the
drag forces in the Y direction are considered negligible compared to the drag force in the
X direction. The momentum force and the buoyancy force are the two other detaching
forces. They act in the positive Y direction. Even though the momentum force is the
dominating force when compared to the buoyancy force, the latter is also considered in
this study. Each of the forces considered in this study is explained below, and the
microbubble diameter prediction model is developed by balancing those equations. Even
though all the forces are considered in developing the model, it is to be noted that all of
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them may not have the same effect in determining the bubble diameter and detachment
criteria in micro scale. The model is experimentally validated in Chapter 6, and the effect
of each force in micro channel is studied there. The forces that are negligible will be
determined experimentally in Section 6.1. The attaching forces are considered first,
followed by the detaching forces. The nomenclature corresponding to the equations used
in this chapter is represented in APPENDIX A.
Surface tension force:
F0=tmD0,

(3.1)

where D0 is the diameter of the orifice and er is the surface tension.
Inertia force:
f

ds^
M'—
dt

'

(3.2)

dt j

V

where M' is given as [52]
M'=—peVB,
16 *

(3.3)

ds
where — is the bubble velocity at the center of the bubble and VB is the bubble volume.
dt
Drag Force:
FD=CD^PlU^A^,

(3.4)

where U, is the liquid velocity, Aeff is the effective area and CD is given as [53],
24
Cn* — +

6

=
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(3.5)

When the bubble starts expanding, the drag coefficient acting on the bubble and
the effective liquid velocity around the region of the bubble will start changing. In order
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to compensate for this effect, a modified drag coefficient and a new effective velocity is
introduced in the current model. The modified drag coefficient and effective velocity is
given by Equations 3.6 and 3.7. The Reynolds number of the base liquid flow around the
bubble changes as the bubble expands. A new bubble Reynolds number is derived by
accounting this issue and is given by Equation 3.8 [27].

(3 7)

t/;=/^V

-

A, -nR
Pi

v;-%\Dt

Reb=—

—

,

(3-8)

Mi

where Reb is bubble Reynolds number, R and Db is radius and diameter of the bubble.
Momentum force:
F = Pg

8

(3 9)

where Q is the gas flow rate.
Buoyancy Force:
FB=^nR'g{Pl-pg)

(3.10)

The microbubble detachment condition is derived by balancing all the forces
together with respect to the direction in which it is acting. When the resultant of the
detaching forces equals the attaching forces, the microbubble is assumed to detach from
the orifice. The detachment condition is obtained by applying the trigonometric relation
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to the different forces acting on the microbubble according to their direction. In the
trigonometric relation, the resultant of the momentum force, buoyancy force, and the
inertia force forms the altitude of the right triangle. The drag force makes the base of the
right triangle, and the surface tension is considered as the hypotenuse as shown in Figure
3.1, and is represented by Equation 3.11. The radius of the microbubble at the moment of
detachment is obtained by solving the Equation 3.12 for R using MATLAB software.
Force balance equation:

F.=M^Fs-F,)2+FD2

TTDI

' 3 ' " ' °v"'

"*'

(3.11)

dt

at J

nDa = {

(3.12)

1
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Since the constant gas flow condition is assumed in the model, the rate of change
in the volume of the microbubble over time can be used to obtain the change in radius of
the microbubble over time and is represented using Equations 3.13 and 3.14.

g

dt3
R=

3.2

Q*
AnR1

(3.13)

(3.14)

Modified Model for Flow Focusing

The flow focusing technique is introduced into the base micro channel, which
produces smaller microbubble at smaller magnitudes of Reynolds numbers compared to
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the model without flow focusing. As can be observed from Figure 3.2, a semi-circle
structure is placed in the base liquid channel in front of the orifice of bubble generation.
Due to the presence of flow focusing inside the micro channel, the velocity of the liquid
flow in the base channel around the orifice increases, and the pressure in the region
decreases. The increase in liquid velocity around the orifice will increase the drag force
acting on the bubble, and the decrease in absolute pressure in front of the orifice will help
the bubble to grow faster. Figure 3.2 represents the flow focusing technique inside a
cross-flow bubble generator.
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Figure 3.2 Schematic figure showing microbubble generation in a micro channel with
flow focusing
The mathematical model developed for predicting the bubble diameter in the
Section 3.1 can be modified for predicting the diameter of the bubbles generated in a flow
focusing device by substituting modified liquid velocity £/jm in the place of initial liquid
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velocity U/ in Equation 3.12. Equations 3.15 and 3.16 represents the modified model

ulm=-

+ -7tR

U,A,

(3.15)

*lm
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v
(3.16)
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+ 2A
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2R_K^-TdC

j
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Both the models are numerically solved for the radius of the microbubble using a
MATLAB® program developed for this application. The application of this model is
limited only for the bubble generation where the size of the bubbles formed in the micro
channel is less than the size of the liquid channels. When the size of the bubble is more
than the size of the liquid channel in which it is formed, a slip occurs between the gas and
the solid interface, and the above developed model will not be sufficient for predicting
the bubble diameter.

3.3

Feasibility Study for Flow Focusing

T. J John and H. Hegab developed a numerical mode to study the feasibility of
using the flow focusing structures in the cross-flow microbubble generator with the help
of a commercially available CFD package COMSOL 3.5 [45]. COMSOL uses the finite
element model to solve the governing equations. The numerical model developed was
used to study the bubble diameter produced in a lOO^m base channel with a 20um
secondary channel, with and without flow focusing. The effect of the different shapes of
flow focusing structures on the bubble generation was also studied to find the optimal
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shape for the flow focusing structure. Figure 3.3 shows all the models that has been used
for the feasibility study of introducing flow focusing in cross-flow bubble/droplet
generators.

Figure 3.3 Different numerical models generated using COMSOL for feasibility study
(base channel 100urn, secondary channel 20um, flow focusing structures 50um and
100 urn, flow direction -X)

The model uses the finite element method to solve the three governing equations:
momentum transport equation, continuity equation, and level set equation (Equations
3.17, 3.18, and 3.19).
p ^ + p(u-V)u = V-[-pI + v(vu + (Vu)T)}+Fst

(3.17)

V-u = 0

(3.18)

dt

+ u-V0 = f7-

(3.19)
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The level set function is a numerical method used to track the change in the
interfaces between water and air [45]. Level set function has the advantage of tracking
the change in shape or interface with a smooth function very accurately, but has the
disadvantage of poor conservation of mass [45]. COMSOL uses a modified version of
level set function which has better conservation of mass properties [45]. The density and
viscosity of both liquid and air are calculated using Equations 3.20 and 3.21.

p = p,+{pg-p,)fr

(3.20)

V = r?i+(r7g-Tli)t

( 3 - 21 )

Certain boundary conditions are used to attain the solution of the models. Laminar
flow condition with known volume flow rate is applied at the inlet boundary of the liquid
channel [45]. The outlet boundary of the liquid channel is kept at pressure zero. Since the
model is concerned only with the pressure drop across the channel, this assumption holds
good in this case [45]. A wetted boundary condition is used for the solid boundaries. The
interface between the air and the solid has a slip length, which is kept as minimal as
possible, but still allows the interface between the air and the solid to move [45]. At
places away from the gas solid interface, the liquid velocity at the walls is kept almost
zero by adjusting the slip length [45]. The wetted boundary condition assumed on the
walls is based upon a study done by Graaf et al. in 2005 on droplet formation in a lOOum
liquid channel [30]. The gas flow in square channels of dimensions less than 65um will
be always slip in nature. The contact angle between the air and solid interface for the
initial models are set as 135°, and the effect of change in contact angle is studied later in
this thesis [45]. The contact angle between the air and solid boundary is measured
experimentally to validate this assumption; it was found to be around 138° [45]. The
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initial interface of the air and the liquid is assumed to be in the gas channel towards the
orifice [45]. The diameter of the bubble formed is calculated by equating the volume of
the bubble formed to a spherical bubble [45].

CHAPTER 4

FABRICATION
As mentioned in the introduction, the current bubble/droplet generation devices
use micro channels made of materials such as silicon and PDMS [11]. The major
limitation of this technique is the incapability of aligning the orifice at the center of one
of the base channel side walls due to the fabrication limitation. Kim and Roy Shubert
tried to come up with a new fabrication technique, which involves the fabrication of two
micro channels perpendicular to each other, and connecting them using a very small
micro channel of hydraulic diameter less than lOum etched using the ion milling
technique [47]. Even though the work was able to produce microbubbles, it failed to
achieve the initial objective of the project, which was to consistently produce
microbubbles of size less than 20um. The major drawback of the model was the use of an
orifice fabrication technique, which aligns the orifice towards the top corner of the micro
channel. In order to improve the model and achieve the target of producing microbubbles
of diameter less than lOum consistently, a new method of fabricating bubble/droplet
generators has been developed for this study. The base channel for the new device is
made of a silicon wafer and a fused silica tube with inner diameter much smaller than the
hydraulic diameter of the base micro channel used as the secondary channel. The process
step involved in the fabrication of microbubble/droplet generator is given in Figure 4.1
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Figure 4.1 Process flow for manufacturing microbubble/droplet generator
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The depth of the base channel in this technique is limited to the outer diameter of
the fused silica tube, which is readily available in the market with a minimum outer
diameter of 90um and minimum inner diameter of 2um. The major steps involved in the
fabrication of a new microbubble/droplet generator includes the fabrication of micro
channels, fused silica tube alignment inside the micro channel, anodic bonding, and
fixing up the tubes for enabling the inflow and outflow of the fluids. Micro channels are
fabricated

on

4inch

silicon

wafers

with

<100>

orientation

using

standard

photolithography and dry etching techniques. Fused silica tube alignment, which is a
major step in the fabrication of the microbubble/droplet generator, is achieved using a
custom made microscope setup dedicated for alignment purpose. Using the microscope
setup, the fused silica tube can be aligned into the micro channel made for it, while the
wafer is on the anodic bonding setup. This helps to avoid the misalignment of the silica
tube inside the micro channel while moving the device from one setup to the next. The
anodic bonding between the silicon wafer and glass piece is achieved using the regular
bonding technique, which uses high voltage and temperature for the bonding purpose.
Setting up the inlet and outlet tube connections for the microbubble/droplet generator is
attained by machining holes on the glass plate before bonding and fixing the tubes using
UV curable

glue. Each major

step involved

in the manufacturing

of the

microbubble/droplet generator is explained one-by-one in the Section 4.1.

4.1

MicroChannel Fabrication

Micro fabrication of any device on a silicon wafer involves certain steps, such as
the design of the mask pattern, fabrication of the mask, transfer of the mask pattern onto
the photoresist material coated on the silicon wafer, transfer of the pattern on the
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photoresist to the hard mask, and finally transfer of the desired pattern on the silicon
wafer using etching techniques. Each of these steps includes various standard protocols
that have to be very carefully followed to obtain a perfect transfer of the desired pattern
into a structure on the silicon wafer.
4.1.1

Mask design
As stated earlier, the first step involved in the micro manufacturing of micro

channels is the design of the mask using CAD (computer aided design) software such as
AutoCAD® or Solid Edge®. The design of the mask for the microbubble/droplet
generator starts with the determination of the dimensions of micro channels (width and
length), depending on variable parameters such as Reynolds number of liquid flow, outer
diameter of the secondary fused silica tube, etc. Analytical models developed to study the
microbubble/droplet formation inside the micro channel are used to predict the suitable
design dimensions for the microbubble/droplet generators. Certain fabrication constrain,
like the minimum resolution of the mask printer, are also taken into consideration while
designing the mask for the microbubble/droplet generator. During the initial stages of the
study, Solid Edge® CAD software was used to design the mask used for the fabrication
process of the microbubble/droplet generator. The mask drawn using the Solid Edge®
was converted into PDF format at a resolution of 4000dpi (dots per inch) with a scaling
ratio of 1:1 to ensure the proper quality and right dimensions of the mask pattern. During
the initial feasibility study of the project, six devices were designed on a single mask
designed for a 4inch silicon wafer. But during the final stages of the microbubble/droplet
generators manufacturing, up to 12 devices were accommodated on a single mask of the
same size to attain maximum yield from a 4inch silicon wafer. Ends of the base micro
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channels were terminated using manifolds of a square shape with the dimensions of 5mm.
These manifolds ensured the availability of space for fixing the external tubes connected
to the device.
Since the minimum dimensions of the base micro channels used in the fabrication
of the microbubble/droplet generator were 90um (due to the minimum outer diameter of
the fused silica tube available in the market), the expensive masks manufacturing
techniques with high resolution were not needed for the study. So, during the initial
stages of the study, simple emulsion masks were printed on photographic films using a
Linotronic 330 Linotype printer which has a minimum resolution of 25um. The film
containing the mask pattern was developed using a regular film developing machine. For
the final device manufacturing, chrome masks were made with high resolution to ensure
high quality of repeatability of the channel dimensions each time the device was made.
Final layouts of the mask for both cross-flow and co-flow device are given in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2 Mask pattern for cross-flow and co-flow devices
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The chrome mask was made on a glass plate; initially the glass plate was coated
completely with chrome material; the pattern generator machine generated the pattern on
the chrome layer using precise laser heads. The chrome masks have a very high precision
to ensure the actual dimensions of the layout design when transferred to the final device.
Figure 4.3 gives the picture of a chrome mask containing cross-flow bubble generating
devices.

Figure 4.3 Chrome mask for generation cross-flow devices

4.1.2

Photolithography
Photolithography is the fabrication step used to transfer the pattern present on the

mask onto the hard mask present on the silicon wafer. The process is carried out with the
aid of the photoresist material, UV light, and the developing solution. The hard mask is
the protective layer on the top of the silicon wafer, which prevents the etching of the
silicon from the undesired areas of the wafer. The first process involved in
photolithography is the wafer preparation, which involves a series of standard protocol
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procedures to make sure that the silicon wafer surface is completely clean from any kind
of contaminations. The silicon wafer is initially rinsed using isopropyl alcohol, acetone,
and de ionized water. The wafer is then air dried and baked at 250°C for 30 minutes to
ensure that the wafer surface is completely free from moisture. The wafer is then allowed
to cool to ambient temperature and is then ready to be used for the lithography steps.
The cleaned silicon wafer is placed in the spin coating machine which is used to
coat the silicon wafer with a uniform thickness of photoresist material. The thickness of
the photoresist coating can be determined by the rotation speed of the spin coater and the
acceleration at which the spin coater reaches its maximum rotational speed. A uniform
photoresist thickness of around 2.5 urn is obtained by setting the maximum rotational
speed up to 3500rpm for one minute. The cleaned wafer is loaded on to the chuck of the
spin coater with the help of vacuum pressure, and a layer of primer material is coated on
it at a maximum speed of 1500rpm. HDMS is used as the primer material. It helps to
provide a better adhesion of the photoresist material on to the wafer. The wafer is then
coated with photoresist material SHIPLEY 1813, which is a positive photoresist. The
silicon wafer coated with the photoresist material is soft baked at 115°C for 90 seconds to
remove the solvents from the photoresist material. The mask is aligned on the silicon
wafer using the alignment markings made on the mask during its design phase. The
silicon wafer, along with the aligned masked on it, is moved to the UV station where it is
exposed to the UV light at 100% intensity for about 65 seconds. Since the silicon wafer is
coated with a positive photoresist material, the portions which are exposed to the UV
light will become soluble in the developing solution. The wafer is then quickly moved to
the developing station and is developed using MF 319 developer solution. The
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development procedure needs a lot of expertise to get a perfect pattern transfer onto the
photoresist material. The patterns which are being transferred to the photoresist material
are verified under an optical microscope. Next is the hard bake step. The wafer with the
final pattern on the photoresist material is baked at 115°C for 90 seconds to ensure the
chemical and physical stability of the photoresist layer.
4.1.3

Buffered oxide etching (BOE)
The silicon wafer which is used for the micro manufacturing in this project

contains a silicon oxide layer of 2.5um thickness. This oxide layer acts as a hard mask on
the silicon substrate, which protects the silicon from being etched away from the
undesired regions. Once the mask pattern is transferred to the soft mask (photoresist
mask), the next step is the transfer of the pattern onto the oxide layer. This is obtained by
buffered oxide etching (BOE) process. The hard-baked photoresist material on the silicon
wafer acts as the mask for the oxide etching. Once the BOE etching is done, the mask
pattern is permanently transferred to the oxide layer and will act as hard mask for the
silicon etching. A 10:1 BOE solution containing HF, NH4F and H 2 0 is used as the BOE
etchant. The chemical reaction involved in the BOE etching is given below.
Si0 2 + 4HF ==> SiF4 + 2H 2 0
NH4F is used to maintain the concentration of the HF in the solution.
NH4F <==> NH3 + HF
4.1.4

Inductively coupled plasma etching (ICP)
Inductively coupled plasma (ICP) etching is a dry etching technique that is used

to get highly anisotropic etching of the silicon wafer. Plasma is created with the help of
RF power, which is being supplied to a coil around the apparatus. The plasma reacts with
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a portion of the silicon wafer which is being exposed, thus etching it to a desired depth.
The etchings of the silicon material by dry etching is mainly due to the chemical reaction
and to a lesser extent due to the ions being knocked out by the high power ions that reach
the silicon surface. A detailed discussion of the chemistry behind ICP dry etching
technique is out of the scope of this dissertation and hence not presented here.
4.1.5

Anodic bonding
The anodic bonding is used to bond the silicon wafer to the glass plate which acts

as the top cover for the micro channels. The fused silica tube is placed in the micro
channel made for it, and its tip is properly aligned to the side wall of the base channel.
The glass plate which is bonded to the silicon wafer holds the fused silica tube intact
inside the channel. Anodic bonding starts with the stripping of the leftover oxide layer
from the silicon wafer after the ICP etching. The wafer is cleaned using isopropyl alcohol
and acetone solution and is air dried to ensure a clean surface without any kind of
contaminations. The glass plate, which is already machined to provide via for the inlet
and outlet tube, is cleaned using a soap solution, isopropyl alcohol, acetone, de-ionized
water and is air dried. Both the glass plate and silicon wafer are baked on a hot plate for
15 minutes at 250°C to remove the moisture completely. The temperature of the hot plate
is allowed to ramp up to the desired temperature slowly after the glass plate is placed on
it, and, similarly, the temperature is allowed to reach the ambient temperature gradually
before the glass plate is moved to the anodic bonding setup. If the glass plate is placed on
a hot plate which is already at high temperature or if it is removed from a hot plate which
is at high temperature, there is a high probability of developing cracks on the glass plate.
The silicon wafer is placed on the hot plate, and the glass plate is aligned on the wafer.
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The aluminum plate of the hot plate acts as the positive electrode used for the bonding
purpose. An aluminum block placed on the top of the glass plate serves two purposes.
First, it exerts pressure on the glass plate, ensuring that the glass plate is in proper contact
with the silicon wafer. Second, it acts as the negative electrode for the bonding purpose.
Once the blocks are positioned and the alignment of the glass plate on the silicon wafer is
checked, the hot plate is allowed to ramp up to a temperature of 400°C. After allowing
the entire setup to saturate at the desired temperature, high voltage of around 900V is
applied across the aluminum blocks. The high temperature, along with the high voltage,
starts up ion movements at the glass silicon interface and gets them bonded together.
Figure 4.4 gives the schematic representation of the anodic bonding setup.

Power Supply

Ammeter

Aluminum BlockGlass Plate-

• Silicon Wafer
-Aluminum Plate
Hot Plate

Figure 4.4 Apparatus for the anodic bonding of silicon to glass

Even though researchers had come up with theories on the mechanism of anodic
bonding, the actual mechanism behind bonding procedure is still unknown to the
scientific community. A microscope is used to precisely align the tip of the silica tube
with the side walls of the base channel. Transporting the silicon wafer with the silica tube
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aligned inside it towards the bonding setup has the risk of tube misalignment. In order to
solve this issue, an anodic bonding setup which has a microscope attached to it was
developed in the lab. The setup allows aligning the silica tube inside the micro channel
while the wafer is placed on the hot plate. The picture of the anodic bonding setup with
microscope is shown in Figure. 4.5.

Figure 4.5 Anodic bonding setup with microscope facility
Figure 4.6 represents the pictures of various stages during the fabrication of a
bubble/droplet generators, and Figure 4.7 represents both the cross-flow and co-flow
bubble/droplet generators with connectors on them.
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4.6 Manufacturing steps involved in making co-flow and cross-flow device
Silicon wafer coated with photoresist material
Crome mask with pattren of co-flow and cross-flow devices
Silicon wafer exposed to UV light with mask aligned on it
Silicon wafer after photoresist development (pattrens transfed on it)
Silicon wafer after ICP etching
Single die with a cross-flow device
Single die with co-flow device
Co-flow device with secondary channel aligned (after anodic bonding)
Co-flow device with tubes fixed
Cross-flow device with tubes fixed
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4.1.6

Machining and tube fixing
The glass plate is machined for via for inlets before it is bonded to the silicon

wafer. The glass plate is machined using diamond coated drilling bit attached to an
automated drilling machine. The drilling speed varies between 0.1mm per minute to 1mm
per minute depending on the axis at which the machining takes place. Channels of 1.5mm
depth are machined along the glass plate so that the inlet tube can be fixed towards the
side of the device, making it suitable to be placed under a microscope. PEEK tube having
an outer diameter of l/16inch is used as an external connector from the device and is
fixed to the device using UV curable glue. Figure 4.7 represents both the cross-flow and
co-flow bubble/droplet generators with connectors on them.

Figure 4.7 Fully finished cross-flow and co-flow device with connectors

CHAPTER 5
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS
5.1

Experimental Test Bench

A complete test bench which can be used for the visualization of the
microbubble/droplet formation and measuring the output parameters, like bubble/droplet
diameter, flow rate of fluids, and pressure drop across micro channels was developed in
the lab. In Figure 5.1, both the syringe pump and the gas tank are connected to the
secondary channel; one can be selected depending on whether droplet or bubble is
generated inside the base channel. A highly precise pressure valve is connected in the line
of secondary fluid flow to control the secondary fluid flow rate through the channel. A
similar approach was used by many researchers for bubble generation in the past [33, 37,
40, 42]. Highly precise pressure gauges are connected at both the inlet and outlet sections
of the base channel to monitor the pressure drop across both the channels. A pressure
gauge is connected to the outlet section of the secondary channel by means of an
additional slot fabricated on the silicon wafer to study the variation of the local pressure
in front of the orifice during the droplet formation inside the base channel. A high speed
camera, i-speed TR which can capture up to lOOOOfps at a resolution of 804x600 pixels,
is mounted on a microscope to capture the droplet formation in the base
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channel (at a full resolution the camera can capture 2000fsp at a resolution of 1280x1024
pixels). A schematic diagram of the experimental setup developed for the testing purpose
is shown in Figure 5.1.

1) Base channel
2) Secondary channel
3) Manifold

4) High speed camera
5) Pressure gauge
6) PC interface

7) Gas cylinder
8) Syringe pump
9) Control valve

10) Pressure valve
11) Tank
12) Light source

Figure 5.1 Experimental test bench used for visualizing and measuring the
microbubble/droplet generation

The video being captured by the camera through the microscope is stored in a
memory card integrated inside the camera and is subsequently transferred to a computer
connected to the camera through the PC interface slot. The images are processed using an
image processing software associated with the camera, and the formation of the
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bubble/droplet and the diameter at its detachment are studied. Two light sources are used
to enable the capture of the bubble/droplet images at very high speed. The first light
source is connected to the microscope setup, and a 250W halogen lamp is used to
illuminate it. A second light source which has two flexible fiber optical arms connected
to it will guide the light to the bubble/droplet formation location very precisely. Figure
5.2 represents the high speed camera mounted on a microscope setup.

Figure 5.2 Microscope with camera and light sources mounted on it
A 150W halogen lamp provides the necessary illumination for the second light
source. All the measurement gauges used in the study are calibrated before use to ensure
the accuracy of the results obtained from it. The syringe pumps are calibrated by
weighting the amount of liquid it pumps for a fixed amount of time on a highly precise
weigh balance and back calculating the liquid volume pumped for the given period. The
microscope used in the study is calibrated with image processing software. Calibration
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images captured by the same microscope and camera setup using a calibration slide
having very precise round structures of known dimensions. The ambient temperature of
the experimental setup is measured frequently and the fluid parameters used in the
experimental procedures are determined using the ambient temperature. Nitrogen, oxygen
and paraffin wax oil are used as fluids in the secondary channel. De- ionized water is
used as the base liquid for most of the experimental studies. For studying the effect of
certain liquid based parameters, other liquids such as acetone, isopropyl alcohol, toluene
and ethylene glycol are also used as the base liquids.
A major concern with the new generation bubble generators is the determination
of the gas flow rate through the secondary channel. Most of the studies use syringe
pumps to attain the desired gas flow rate inside the secondary channel. However, since
the gas is a compressible substance, the gas flow rate obtained through the secondary
channel will not be of the desired quantity [38, 39]. This flaw in the measurement can
prove crucial in the characterization of the bubble generation. Since the flow rate of the
gas is in milliliters per hour, there is hardly a flow meter available in the market that can
measure it accurately. Hence in this project, a different approach is used to measure the
gas flow rate through the secondary channel. A pressurized tank is used as the source of
the gas for the secondary channel. A high precision flow valve is used to adjust the gas
flow rate into the device [23, 27, 30, 32]. The pressure across the secondary channel is
closely monitored and recorded. As the dimensions of the channel and the gas properties
are known, the gas flow rate through the channel is obtained by recalculating the velocity
of the gas flow through the channel from the measured pressure drop. The analytically
calculated gas flow rate through the channel is cross examined with the experimental
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results obtained for the gas flow rate by monitoring the volume of the bubbles formed
inside the base channel for a specific time interval.
All the equipments used in the experimental setup of this project is calibrated
before being used in the project, and measured quantities such as liquid flow rate in the
base channel are cross checked with the flow rate fed into the syringe pump by collecting
the liquid at the outlet of the base channel in a beaker and measuring its weight on a
highly precise weigh balance. Thus, the mass flow rate of the liquid is obtained, and the
volume flow rate can be analytically obtained from it.

5.2

Uncertainty Analysis

Even though the equipment and devices used to build the experimental setup are
calibrated prior to its use in testing, still some errors can exist in the results. The errors
associated with experiments can be quantified by carrying out a proper uncertainty
analysis on each result that is being taken out from the experimental setups. Uncertainties
associated with any system can be classified into two classes: precision error and bias
error. A bias error can be related to the measurement equipment that is utilized in the
experimental setup. For example, in the present study the weight of the pumped liquid
through the base channel is always recorded using a precise weigh scale which can weigh
up to O.Olg. Thus, any variation in the weight of the weighed liquid under O.Olg cannot
be quantified and will remain as an error in the system and may reflect on the results.
Such uncertainties present in the system are termed as bias error. On the other hand, a
precision error occurs due to the variation in the reading of the results and can be reduced
by taking repeated measurements: the more the number of measurements, the less the
magnitude of precision error. The uncertainties coupled with each of the parameters
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associated with the results presented in Chapter 6 are calculated individually and the
methodology used for the calculations of each output parameters is presented in the
Section 5.2.1 to 5.2.4.
A standard procedure to calculate uncertainty related to any function which
depends on one or more variable can be calculated as shown below. Let P be a function
which depends on variables

yvy2,y3,...ynt
P = f(y„y2>y3,-yH)-

(5-i)

The uncertainty associated with function P is given by Xp and can be calculated as
Equation 5.2.
2

W

"J
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+

+ ...+

A complete analysis of the equations used for the calculation of uncertainties associated
with each output parameters is presented in Section 5.2.1 to 5.2.4.
5.2.1

Uncertainty in bubble diameter
The most important output parameter used in this study is the bubble/droplet

diameter. The diameter of the bubble/droplet is measured using the software (i-speed)
associated with the camera which is used to capture the bubble/droplet generation. The
software along with the microscope is calibrated before use, and the measurement is
made based on the number of pixels associated with the image of each bubble/droplet. So
the maximum error that can occur during the measurement of the bubble/droplet diameter
is one pixel to each side of the bubble/droplet diameter. From the calibration data it was
found that each pixel associated with the image is equal to 1.10167um, and thus the
maximum uncertainty associated with the bubble diameter is 2.0234um. Repeated
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measurements will be made on ten consecutive bubble/droplets to get rid of the precision
error related to the diameter calculation.
5.2.2

Uncertainty in Reynolds number
Reynolds number of liquid flow through the base channel is another major input

parameter used to study the variation in the bubble characteristics for different liquid
flow rates, different liquids, different base channel hydraulic diameter etc. The Reynolds
number of liquid flow through the base channel is represented by Equation 5.3.
R.. =

pVDh
M

(5.3)

In Equation 5.3, for Reynolds numbers the uncertainty associated with density
and viscosity of the liquid is avoided by constantly monitoring the ambient temperature
related to the experimental setup. So, considering these two quantities to be constant, the
uncertainty related to the Reynolds number is represented as XRC and is calculated using
Equation 5.4.

^ X
dv

Xa

+ dD xXn
K
h

(5.4)

where Xv and XDH are uncertainties related to the velocity of the liquid and hydraulic
diameter of the base channel. By simplifying Equation 5.4, the equation for calculating
the uncertainty of Reynolds number can be rewritten as Equation 5.5.

*

*

=

•

£_xDhxXv

+ — x vx XD

(5.5)

In order to calculate the uncertainty related to the Reynolds number given by
Equation 5.5, the uncertainties related to both the velocity of the liquid flow through the
base channel and the uncertainty related to the hydraulic diameter of the base channel has
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to be calculated. The uncertainty of the velocity is considered first, and the velocity
through the liquid channel is represented by Equation 5.6.
v=

Q
Ac

(5.6)

The uncertainty of the velocity can be calculated using the standard equation by
treating the liquid flow rate and cross-sectional area of the base channel as the dependent
variables. Equation 5.7 represents the uncertainty of the liquid velocity through the base
channel where the uncertainty of the velocity is represented as Xv.
f

X =

dQ

+

Q

(5.7)
\dAc

The equation for the uncertainty related to the liquid velocity can be modified and
can be rewritten as Equation 5.8.
V

xl,

X=.

(

Q
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—^TXXA
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2
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C

(5.8)
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J

The simplified Equation 5.8 contains two unknown terms, XQ and XAC- XQ is the
uncertainty related to the liquid flow through the base channel. From the repeated
measurements on the liquid flow through the channel calibrated by measuring the weight
of the pumped liquid, each minute the maximum uncertainty related to the liquid flow
rate is found to be O.Olml/min. This maximum value of uncertainty for the liquid flow
assumption is taken from the repeated measurements and is experimentally validated. The
uncertainty related to the cross-sectional area of the base liquid channel can be calculated
using the standard uncertainty calculation method and is represented by Equation 5.9.
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L

(5.9)
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The uncertainty equation for the cross-sectional area of the base channel is
simplified and is rewritten as Equation 5.10.
XA =J{DxXw)2+{WxXD)2

(5.10)

The uncertainty in the velocity of the liquid flow through the base channel can be
calculated plugging back the uncertainties in the liquid flow rate and uncertainty in the
cross-sectional area of the base channel. In order to calculate the uncertainty in the
Reynolds number the uncertainty associated with the hydraulic diameter also has to be
calculated. The hydraulic diameter of a rectangular channel is given by the Equation 5.11.

And the uncertainty associated with hydraulic diameter can be calculated using Equation
5.12
(
X

», =

dD„
dAc

„
A

Y
'

(3D,
+ 8P xXF

A2

(5.12)

Simplifying the above equation gives the uncertainty in the hydraulic diameter of
the base channel and is represented by Equation 5.13.

r4

V ,' <4xA<f.

^2

* D = -

As can be noticed from Equation 5.13, in order to calculate the hydraulic diameter
uncertainty, the uncertainly in the perimeter of the base micro channel must be calculated
first. The uncertainty associated with the cross-sectional area of the base channel is
calculated earlier for the calculation purpose of the uncertainty of liquid velocity. The
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perimeter of the base channel is represented by Equation 5.14where D and J-Frepresents
the depth and width of the base channel.
P = 2x(W+D)

(5.14)

The uncertainty associated with the perimeter calculation in the generalized form
and in a further simplified form are represented by Equations 5.15 and 5.16.

XP =

dP_
*X
dW W
\UV¥

dP_

J

+ 3D xXD\

XP=yl(2xX^)2+{2xXD)2

(5.15)

(5.16)

Plugging back the uncertainties related to the velocity and the hydraulic diameter
of the base channel, the uncertainty in the Reynolds number can be calculated.
5.2.3

Uncertainty in void fraction
Another important term used to represent the results obtained from the

experimental setup is the void fraction. Void fraction is defined as the area of the
bubble/droplet divided by the area of the cross-sectional area of the base channel. In
simple words, void fraction defines the area occupied by the microbubble/droplet inside
the base channel. The Equation 5.17 is used for calculating the void fraction.
VF = ^ Ac

(5.17)

The uncertainty related to the void fraction is calculated in the general form as
follows where XAB and XAC are the uncertainties related to the cross-sectional area of the
base channel and cross-sectional area of the bubble/droplet. The uncertainty related to the
cross-sectional area of the base channel is already calculated, and the uncertainty of the
bubble/droplet cross-sectional area has to be calculated. The uncertainty related to the
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void faction is represented in both the generalized form and the simplified form using
Equations 5.18 and 5.19.

*VF

=

dVF
y-X.
KdAB

+ dA .
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A
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(5.18)

(5.19)

The uncertainty related to the cross-sectional area of the bubble/droplet is
calculated below. As the cross-sectional area of the bubble/droplet has only one variable
parameter, the equation has only one form. The generalized equation is simplified in
Equation 5.20.
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(5.20)

(5.21)

(5.22)

Plugging back the uncertainties in the bubble/droplet cross-sectional area and
cross-sectional area of the base channel, the uncertainty in the void fraction can be
calculated.
5.2.4

Uncertainty in superficial velocity
Another quantity used for the representing the results obtained from the

experimental setup is the superficial velocity of the bubble. It defines the velocity at
which the bubble travels through the base channel. The superficial velocity of the bubble
is calculated using Equation 5.23.
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(5 23

- >

\SB=^T

The term Qg represents the gas flow rate. As the gas flow rate in this study is
calculated back from the experimental value of the pressure drop across the secondary
channel, the uncertainty associated with the gas flow rate must be calculated. Since the
secondary channels are of hydraulic diameter less than 25|im in most of the cases, the
slip flow equations are used for its calculation (Equation 5.24). The flow rate of gas
through a channel with slip is calculated as follows where AP is the pressure drop across
the secondary channel and AL is the length of the secondary channel.
( _ 4 A

a=

,

AL

8

V >" J

8x/

1+

(5.24)

D

Equation 5.24 used for determining the gas flow rate the variable terms are the
pressure drop and channel length. All the other quantities including the diameter of the
secondary channel are held constant. The uncertainty associated with the pressure drop
across the secondary channel is avoided by the differential pressure measurement
technique. Two separate measurements of the pressure drop across the secondary channel
of two different lengths are taken, and the difference between the two pressure drops is
taken as the actual pressure drop. This method helps to avoid the uncertainties in the
pressure drop across the secondary channel. As the uncertainty of pressure drop across
the secondary channel is avoided, the only variable term in the measurement of gas flow
rate is the channel length. The uncertainty in gas flow rate is derived and simplified and
is represented using Equations 5.25 and 5.26.
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After calculating the uncertainty associated with the gas flow rate, the uncertainty
in the superficial velocity of the gas bubble flow through the base channel can be
calculated using Equation 5.27.
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CHAPTER 6

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The results obtained from the experimental work conducted during this
investigation are presented in this chapter in six different sections. The Section 6.1 deals
with the cross-flow bubble generators, followed by the cross-flow bubble generators with
flow focusing technique in the Section 6.2. Along with the study of bubble generation
mechanism in cross-flow generators, a parametric study based on both the geometry and
variable properties of the both the base and secondary fluid is also included in the
Sections 6.1 and 6.2. The Section 6.3 deals with the bubble generation techniques in coflow generators, followed by flow focusing techniques in the Section 6.4. Sections 6.5
and 6.6 studies the droplet generation using both cross-flow and co-flow droplet
generators and novel techniques to generate smaller and unconfined microbubbles in
micro channels.
Before each of the cases is considered separately, the method used to calculate the
gas flow rate through the secondary channel into the devices, which is common for all the
cases, is discussed briefly in this section. As discussed in previous chapters, the current
study uses fused silica tubes with an inner diameter ranging from 2u.m to 50um as the
secondary channel of the bubble generating device. The hydraulic diameter of the
secondary channels used in the devices is very small, making the gas flow rate very low.
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Hence, an efficient gas flow sensor which can accurately measure the gas flow
rate through the secondary channel is hard to acquire. Thus, in order to measure the gas
flow rate through the secondary channel efficiently, a method based on using the
experimentally measured pressure drop across the channel is developed in this study. The
pressure drop across the secondary channel is measured using very precise pressure
gauges. A differential pressure drop calculation scheme is used in this study to avoid the
measurement flaws in the pressure drop estimation. The pressure drop across the entire
loop from the gas tank to the entrance of the secondary channel is measured first without
connecting the secondary channel on to the loop. The pressure drop across the loop is
again measured with the secondary channel present in the loop, and the difference in the
pressure drop of both the cases is taken as the pressure drop across the secondary
channel. As the inner diameter of the secondary channels used in the bubble generating
devices falls within the slip boundary condition limit (less than 66um of nitrogen flow),
equations which consider the slip flow of gas though a channel are used for calculating
the gas flow rate through the secondary channel. The equation used for calculating the
gas flow rate though the secondary channel is given by Equation 6.1 [53].
f
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where L is the known length of the secondary channel, / is the mean free path of the gas
used and D is the hydraulic diameter of the secondary channel.
The research done on bubble formation in micro channels in the past using
conventional bubble/droplet generators has defined the bubble/droplet generation regions
into five different regimes: bubbly, wedging, slug, annular, and dry [49]. The transition
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between each regime is defined using the ratio of base fluid flow rate to secondary fluid
flow rate, and is given by Equation 6.2 [49].

^=77%T

(62)

The transition between the bubbles to the wedging region is found experimentally
to be around 0.75 [49]. In the current study of bubble generation using new generation
bubble/droplet generators, most of the bubble formation falls under the bubbly region,
even for very high values of pressure drop across the secondary channel due its very
small hydraulic diameter.

6.1

Cross-flow Bubble Generators

As discussed in Chapter 3, a mathematical model was generated to predict the
bubble generation in cross-flow bubble generators. The mathematical model was
developed on the base of force balancing techniques in which the forces that are acting on
the bubble during its formation are considered separately and are grouped together
depending on their direction to obtain the final force balance equation. The model is
capable of predicting both the bubble formation and bubble diameter at its detachment
from the orifice. A similar approach was used in models to predict bubble formation in
both cross-flow and co-flow bubble generators at the macro level [26-28]. The models
developed at the macro level are based on some simplifying assumptions such as bubble
formation is spherical and has limitation of being able to predict the bubble diameter
correctly only when the bubble diameter is less than 2/3 of the hydraulic diameter of the
base channel [27]. The model prediction deviates from the experimental value when the
bubble diameter is close to the hydraulic diameter of the channel. The same trend was
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observed in the model developed for the micro scale in this study. The model predicts the
bubble diameter correctly when the Reynolds number of liquid flow in base channel is
high, causing the bubble to detach from the orifice when it is smaller than the hydraulic
diameter of the base channel. Figure 6.1 gives the comparison plot between bubble
diameters predicted by the mathematical model and the experimentally obtained value of
bubble diameter.
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Figure 6.1 Plot compares bubble detachment diameter prediction by the mathematical
model with the experimental data (base channel 150um, secondary channel lOum)

Figure 6.1 represents the values of bubble diameter obtained from the theoretical
model and the bubble diameter obtained experimentally for two different gas flow rates
over a range of Reynolds numbers of liquid flow rate in the base channel. It can be noted
from Figure 6.1 that at high magnitudes of base liquid Reynolds number, the model
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predicts the bubble diameter almost accurately. But when the bubble diameter is more
than lOOum (that is, when the bubble diameter is more than 2/3 of the hydraulic diameter
of the base channel) the theoretical bubble diameter prediction tends to underpredict the
experimental bubble diameter. Also, it can be noted that as the momentum of the gas
flow through the secondary channel changes, the bubble diameter shift its diameter, and it
is more predominant at lower values of base liquid flow rate. The deviation of the
experimental bubble diameter from the theoretical prediction can be accounted for due to
two reasons. The first one accounts to the limitation of the mathematical model which is a
simple one dimensional model. The bubble that is being formed from the orifice will
have a deformation of shape in all the three directions as it grows closer to the hydraulic
diameter of the base channel. As the model is a one dimensional model, it is not capable
of predicting this deformation of the bubble during its formation and ends up in the
underprediction of the bubble diameter at low Reynolds number of base liquid flow. This
problem was observed by some previous researchers who studied the bubble generation
at the macro level [27, 28]. The second reason for the underprediction of the bubble
diameter by the mathematical model at low values of base liquid Reynolds number is due
to the possible merging of the bubbles. As the bubble grows larger in diameter, the
velocity at which it drifts down the base channel to the outlet will decrease. This initiates
the merging of the successive bubbles into the already detached bubbles. The
phenomenon of bubble merging is a very quick process and is extremely difficult to
observe as the hydraulic diameter of the secondary channel increases. This issue was
observed and reported for the first time during the experiments conducted for this
investigation. The new generation device seems to have solved this problem to a very
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good extent but the problem still exist at very low Reynolds numbers of liquid flow
through the base channel. Figure 6.2 represents bubbles merging into the previous
bubbles after detachment.

Figure 6.2 Merging of successive bubbles into the previous bubble, causing an increase in
the diameter of the already detached bubble

Figure 6.2 shows the bubble merging in details. The bubble merging problem was
explained briefly in Chapter 1. Another limitation that was observed in the mathematical
model developed for the prediction of bubble diameter is small, the shift in the bubble
diameter with the change in the gas flow rate through the secondary channel. This effect
is equally contributed by both experimental uncertainties (present in both the Reynolds
number of liquid flow in a base channel and bubble diameter measurement) and the
failure of the model to consider the change in absolute pressure near the orifice with the
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change in gas momentum. This effect is not predominant in the macro level, but has to be
included in the micro scale due to the small hydraulic diameter of the base channel. Even
thought the mathematical model developed in the study has some small limitations, it can
predict the bubble diameter almost accurately, especially when the bubble size is lesser
than the 2/3 of the hydraulic diameter of the base channel. Figure 6.3 gives the
comparison of bubble diameter obtained both mathematically and experimentally for a
cross-flow bubble generator device with a base channel hydraulic diameter of 160 and a
secondary channel of hydraulic diameter of 15um. Figure 6.4 represents the bubble
formation in a cross-flow bubble generator.
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Figure 6.3 Plot compares bubble detachment diameter prediction by the mathematical
model with the experimental data (base channel 150um, secondary channel 15um)
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In order to represent the bubble detachment and transportation inside a base
channel, a non-dimensionalized term void fraction is used in this study. Void fraction is
defined as the cross-sectional area of the bubble divided by cross-sectional area of the
base channel. In other words, void fraction determines how much fraction of the base
channel cross-section is occupied by the bubble moving inside it. Void fraction provides
a good non-dimensionalized parameter for the comparison of variations in bubble
diameter, with variation in variable parameters like Reynolds number, geometric
dimensions etc. The parametric study presented in this chapter is separated into different
cases where one variable parameter is varied for each case while keeping the other
parameters constant.
6.1.1

Case 1: Variable parameter: Reynolds number of base
liquid flow
Figure 6.5 represents the change in the void fraction with change in the Reynolds

number of liquid flow in the base channel for two different values of gas flow through the
secondary channel. It can be noted in Figure 6.5 that as the Reynolds number of liquid
flow in base channel increases the void fraction of bubble decreases. It can also be noted
that the decrease in the void fraction is very abrupt during the initial increase in the
Reynolds numbers, and the rate of change of void fraction decreases at higher values of
Reynolds numbers. It has been stated earlier in this chapter that the bubble formation in
this study is limited to the bubbly region (aL > 0.75) even for very high pressure drop of
gas flow across the secondary channel.
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Figure 6.5 Plot gives the void fraction of bubble formation in base channel for different
magnitudes of Reynolds number (base channel 150um, secondary channel lO^im)
In order to have a better understanding of the bubble formation in the new
generation device, the bubbly region is again divided into three regimes in this study:
confined region, active region and saturation region. Confined region, as shown in Figure
6.5 is defined as the region where the void fraction corresponding to the bubbles formed
in the base channel is touching more than one side wall of the base channel (that is, the
diameter of the bubble is more than the shortest side of the base channel). In other words,
the void fraction corresponding to the cross-sectional area of the bubble when the
diameter of the bubble is equal to the shortest side of the base channel is taken as the
transition point from the confined region to the active region. The active region is defined
as the region where void fraction corresponding to the cross-section area of the bubble
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whose diameter is lesser than the shortest side of the base channel but hasn't yet reached
the saturation region. The bubble diameter changes its diameter very abruptly in the
active region, and the rate of change of bubble diameter slows down as the bubble
formation diameter gets close to the void fraction corresponding to the saturation region.
The saturation region is defined as the region corresponding to the cross-sectional area of
the bubble whose diameter does not change much with the increase in the Reynolds
number of liquid flow in the base channel. That is, the rate of change of bubble diameter
is very low or almost negligible (In this study the rate of change of bubble diameter is
considered low when the change in bubble radius for successive values of Reynolds
numbers is less than lum). The transition from the active region to the saturation region
is defined using the ratio of the secondary channel to the base channel hydraulic
diameter. Previous research done in the field of bubble formation in macro channels has
shown that the minimum size of the uniform bubble that can be formed from an orifice
depends on its hydraulic diameter. The percentage corresponding to the void fraction at
which the transition from active region to saturation region occurs is defined by Equation
6.3.
«M, = | f - x l 0 0 ,

(6.3)

*-*h

where D0 and Z)/, are the hydraulic diameter of orifice and base channel respectively. The
value of asm found from Equation 6.3 is validated using the void fractions of the bubble
formed from secondary channels of different hydraulic diameter experimentally.
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6.1.2

Case 2: Variable parameter: Gas flow rate in secondary
channel
The superficial velocity of gas flow inside the cross-flow device is plotted against

the superficial velocity of liquid flow in the same device in Figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.6 Plot gives the variation in superficial velocity of gas with respect to the change
in superficial velocity of the base liquid in a cross-flow device (base channel 150um,
secondary channel 1 Oum)

The change in the superficial velocity of gas flow with respect to the superficial
velocity of liquid flow through the base channel is plotted at three different gas flow rates
in Figure 6.6. The superficial gas velocity through the channel for corresponding
superficial velocities of base liquid confirms that the bubble formation is in the bubbly
region, even for very high values of pressure drop across the secondary channel. The
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variation in the bubble diameter with the change in the gas flow rate through the
secondary channel is given in Figure 6.7.
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Figure 6.7 Plot gives the variation in the bubble diameter with change in base liquid
Reynolds number for six different gas flow momentum (base channel 160um, secondary
channel 15um)

The general trend of decrease in bubble diameter with the increase in the
Reynolds number of liquid flow through the base channel is observed in Figure 6.7. As
discussed in the validation section (Section 6.1) of the mathematical model, the bubble
diameter increases slowly as the gas flow through the secondary channel increases. Even
though the gas momentum through the secondary channel is a detaching force which
helps the bubble growth, its magnitude is very small compared to the other detaching and
attaching forces that act on the bubble during its formation.

Another factor that is
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affecting the change in the radius of the bubble formation with the change in the gas flow
rate through the secondary channel is the change in the absolute pressure that is acting
around the orifice inside the base channel. The variation in the bubble diameter with the
change in gas flow rate is more dominant for lower values of base fluid Reynolds
number. At low values of Reynolds number, the pressure drops across the base channel,
and the change in the absolute pressure in front of the orifice with the change in gas flow
rate is more dominant. But as the base fluid Reynolds number increases, the pressure
drop across the base channel increases, and the change in absolute pressure in front of the
orifice due to change gas flow rate becomes negligible. This effect can be observed for all
values of hydraulic diameter of secondary channels.
6.1.3

Case 3: Variable parameter: Hydraulic diameter
secondary channel
The variation in the bubble diameter with the variation in hydraulic diameter of

the secondary channel is studied in this section. The hydraulic diameter of the secondary
channel is varied between 2um and 50um, and the variation in bubble diameter is studied
in terms of void fraction and is plotted from Figure 6.8 through Figure 6.13. For each
value of the secondary channel hydraulic diameter, the confined, active and saturation
region are identified for comparison purposes. Figure 6.8 gives the variation in void
fraction for bubbles generated from a cross-flow device having a secondary channel of
hydraulic diameter 5um. It can be noted from Figure 6.8 that the void fraction of bubbles
with a secondary channel of 5um diameter falls mostly in the active region. Even the
bubbles formed at the highest gas flow rate and the lowest value of the base fluid
Reynolds number fall in the active region.
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Figure 6.8 Plot gives the variation in void fraction of bubble formation in a cross-flow
device for different magnitudes of Reynolds number of base fluid flow (base channel
160um, secondary channel 5um)

At high values of the base fluid Reynolds number, the bubble formation takes
place mostly near the saturation region. For some lower values of gas flow rate, the
bubble formation fall entirely in the saturation region. It can also be noted that at a very
low value of gas flow rate (0.0068ml/hr), the bubble formation is very close to the
saturation region even at very low values of base fluid Reynolds number. The gas flow
rate (0.0068ml/hr) is very close to the minimum gas flow needed to establish a gas flow
though the secondary channel of diameter 5^m and length 2.5cm. It can be inferred that
there is a minimum threshold value of the gas flow rate through each dimensions of the
secondary channel above which the bubble formation in the micro channel is dominated
by the different forces that are discussed in the Section 3.1. The determination of this
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threshold value can be done experimentally by varying the gas flow rate though the
secondary channel of different diameters. The void fraction of bubbles formed using a
lOum secondary channel is plotted for six different gas flow rates in Figure 6.9.
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Figure 6.9 Plot gives the void fraction of bubble flow in micro channel for different
magnitudes of Reynolds number (base channel 160um, secondary channel lOum)

It can be noted from Figure 6.9 that the void fraction of bubble formation using a
secondary channel of lOum is well spread over three regions of bubble formation. At a
very low value of liquid Reynolds number (10), the bubble formation for higher values of
gas flow rate falls in the confined region. The bubble touches the base channel walls and
moves as confined bubbles through the base channel. But when the liquid Reynolds
number approaches 20, all of the bubble formation starts to form under the active region.
As the Reynolds number of liquid flow increases further, the bubble formation reaches
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the saturation level, and as the gas flow rate decreases, the Reynolds number of base
liquid flow at which the bubbles reaches the saturation region decreases. Figure 6.10
represents the void fraction of bubble formation with a secondary channel of diameter
15um.
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Figure 6.10 Plot gives the void fraction of bubble flow in micro channel for different
magnitudes of Reynolds number (base channel 160um, secondary channel 15 urn)
As in the previous graphs, the base channel is 160um, and six different gas flow
rates are used in the study. The pattern of bubble formation shown in the previous two
graphs (Figures 6.8 and 6.9) is obtained in Figures 6.10 also. But the Reynolds number at
which the entire bubble formation for the different gas flow rate reaches the active region
shifted from 20 to 30. It can be noted that while using a bigger secondary channel, more
and more bubbles tends to be formed in the confined region. In Figure 6.10 transitions
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from the active region to the saturation region occur at a Reynolds number around 140. It
is worth noting that in the previous case where a secondary channel of lOum was used,
the transition from active region to saturation region started to occur at a Reynolds
number of around 120, and while 5um tubes was used (Figure 6.8) the transition started
around Reynolds number of 110. From these observations, it can be inferred that as the
size of the secondary channel increases, the transition to the saturation region occurs at
higher values of Reynolds numbers of base liquid flow. Figure 6.11 represents the void
fraction of bubble formation while using a secondary channel of 25um. Unlike the
previous cases, the variation in the void fraction for bubble formation is studied only for
four different values of gas flow rate in Figure 6.11 because any further increase in the
gas flow rate will result in the transition of bubble formation from bubbly region to
wedging region as reported by Cubaud T. and Ho Chin-M [49]. From Figure 6.11 shows
that as the hydraulic diameter of the secondary channel increases, the percentage of the
voids fraction of bubble formation that falls under the active region decreases. More
bubbles tend to form in the confined region even at small pressure drops across the
secondary channel. The transition from the active to saturation region occurs at a
Reynolds number of 150. The absolute pressure variation around the orifice in the base
channel increases as the gas flow rate through the secondary channel varies. This effect
becomes dominant as the size of the secondary channel increases.
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Figure 6.11 Plot gives the void fraction of bubble flow in micro channel for different
magnitudes of Reynolds number (base channel 160um, secondary channel 25nm)

Figure 6.12 gives the variation in void fraction of bubble formation with a
secondary channel diameter 50um. The variation in the void fraction for bubble
formation with 50|im secondary channels is studied only for three values of gas flow
rates. In Figure 6.12, it can be noted that even though the gas flow rate through the
secondary channel varies widely, the diameter of the bubbles formed in the base channel
is not varying much, and, at higher values of Reynolds number, the bubble diameter,
obtained for all three gas flow rates remains the same. This occurs because even though
the gas flow rate is varying widely, the corresponding pressure drop across the secondary
channel varies a little (0.96 to 1.86PSI). This observation can be used to infer that the
variation in the bubble diameter with the change in gas flow rate is contributed mainly by
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the change in pressure drop across the secondary channel. As discussed earlier, the
shrinking of an active region with the increase in the secondary channel diameter occurs
in this case study also, and the transition of the void fraction of bubble formation from
active to saturation region occurs at a Reynolds number of around 150.
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Figure 6.12 Plot gives the void fraction of bubble flow in micro channel for different
magnitudes of Reynolds number (base channel 160(^m, secondary channel 50um)

6.1.4

Case 4: Variable parameter: Hydraulic diameter base
channel
In Chapter 1, it was stated that many researchers have tried to resolve the issue of

bubble confinement by using base micro channels of high width to depth ratio [33, 37,
40]. Here in this section, the variation in the bubble diameter and void fraction of bubble
formation in base channels of different hydraulic diameters is analyzed. The depth of the
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base micro channel is kept constant, and the width is varied from 130um, 170um and
270um, thus changing the hydraulic diameter of the base channel. Figure 6.13 represents
the variation in bubble diameter with the variation of hydraulic diameter of base channel.
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Figure 6.13 Plot gives the comparison of bubble diameter for three different hydraulic
diameters of base channel (secondary channel = lOum)
Figure 6.15 represents the variation in the void fraction of bubble formation in the
base channel of hydraulic diameter 193um (width 270um and depth 150um) for two
different gas flow rates. From Figure 6.13 it can seen that with change in the hydraulic
diameter of the base channel from 139um to 193um, there is not much change in the
bubble diameter formed in the base channel. At low values of Reynolds number, the
bubbles formed in the channels with bigger hydraulic diameter tends to be little bigger
than those formed in the smaller channel, but as the Reynolds number increases, the
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bubble diameters are very close to one another and fall within the uncertainty limit of
each other. One interesting thing that can be noted about the formation of bubbles in the
base channel with higher width to depth ratio is that the bubbles that are formed in the
confined region are not confined to all the four walls of the base channels. The bubbles
take on a disk shape (sphere with both the top and bottom end chopped off) and will be
confined to the top and bottom walls of the base channel, letting the base liquid flow
freely through both sides of the bubble. Figure 6.14 shows the picture of a bubble formed
in a high aspect ratio base channel. The bubble shown in Figure 6.14 is confined only to
the upper and lower walls of the base channel.

Figure 6.14 Bubble formed in base channel of width to depth ratio greater than one (Base
channel = 193^m, secondary channel = lOum)

Figure 6.15 represents the void fraction of bubble formation in a base channel
with width to depth ratio larger than one for two different values of gas flow rate through
the secondary channel. Since the transition between the confined and active region is
determined by the area of the bubble with the diameter equal to the shortest side of the
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base channel, the transition region occurs below 45% in Figure 6.15. The transition from
the active region to saturation region occurs at a base liquid Reynolds number of around
120, and there is not much change in the void fraction of bubble formation at higher
Reynolds number when the gas flow rate is varied.
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Figure 6.15 Plot gives the void fraction of bubble formation in base channel with high
aspect ratio for different magnitudes of Reynolds number of base liquid (base channel
193um, secondary channel lOum)

6.1.5

Case 5: Variable parameter: Different gas through
secondary channel
The change in the void fraction of bubble formation in a base channel with a

change in the gas that is being flown through the secondary channel is studied in this
section. The gases used in this study are oxygen and nitrogen, and their physical
properties at 27°C are given in Table 6.1.
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Table 6-1 Physical properties of gases used in the case study
Gas

Density [kg/m3]

Dynamic Viscosity
[kg/ms]

Kinematic
Viscosity [m /s]

Oxygen

1.421

1.78E-05

1.59E-05

Nitrogen

1.123

1.91E-05

1.34E-05

The void fraction of bubble formation in the base channel with two different gases
is represented in Figure 6.16. It can be noted that the void fraction of bubble formation
for both the gases at two different gas flow rate lies very close to each other. As was
discussed in most of the previous cases, the void fraction of bubble formation varies with
Reynolds number of the base fluid. At low Reynolds number of liquid flow, the void
fraction of bubble formation shows a good variation with respect to the gas flow rate, but
stays very close to one another at high Reynolds number. But even at very low values of
Reynolds number of base liquid, the void fraction of bubble formation while using two
different gases (oxygen and nitrogen) is very close to each other in their respective flow
rates.
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Figure 6.16 Plot gives the comparison of void fraction of bubble formation for two
different gases at same pressure drop across the secondary channel (base channel 150um,
secondary channel lOum)
The study on the effect of using different gases on the bubble formation and
detachment diameter is limited only to two gases. While the forces acting on the bubble
formation, are considered the properties of the gas being used has influence only on the
momentum force and inertial force, and both the forces are negligible compared to the
surface tension force and the drag force. This assumption is well supported by the results
obtained from the study presented in this case. So even if a third gas, for example, argon,
which has high viscosity and density compared to the currently used gases is used, the
bubble detachment diameter will remain the same (Argon: density 1.784kg/m3, viscosity
2.272e-5kg/ms, kinematic viscosity 1.273e-5m2/s). The slight variation in the gas flow
rates between oxygen and nitrogen at a constant pressure drop across the secondary
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channel is accounted for by the change in density and viscosity of the respective gases.
The void fraction of bubble formation in the base channel for three different gas flow
rates of oxygen through the secondary channel is plotted in Figure 6.17. As discussed in
the Section 6.1.3, while using a secondary channel of diameter lOum and gas as nitrogen,
transition from active to saturation region happens at a Reynolds number of around 120.
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Figure 6.17 Plot gives the void fraction of oxygen bubble formation in base channel for
different magnitudes of Reynolds number (base channel 150um, secondary channel
lOum)

6.1.6

Case 6: Variable parameter: Different base liquids
As discussed in the Section 6.1, the dominating forces acting on the bubble

formation and bubble detachment from an orifice in a cross-flow device is the surface
tension force and the drag force. The surface tension force depends on the surface tension
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of the base liquid flowing through the base channel, and the drag force depends on the
Reynolds number of the base liquid flow. The Reynolds number of a liquid flowing
through a tube is determined by the velocity of the liquid, hydraulic diameter of the tube
and inverse of kinematic viscosity of the liquid. So, if the hydraulic diameter of the base
channel and velocity of liquid flow is kept constant, then the Reynolds number of the
liquid flow will be determined by the kinematic viscosity of the liquid that is flowing
through the base channel. Thus, in order to understand the factors affecting the bubble
formation inside the base channel, a study based on varying kinematic viscosity of the
base liquid is relevant here. This section studies the variation in bubble diameter while
using different liquids having different kinematic viscosities flowing through the base
channel of the same dimension. Four liquids are used in this study: 70% Isopropanol, deionized water, Toluene and Acetone. The physical properties of these liquids that are
used in this study are listed in Table 6.2.

Table 6-2 Physical properties of liquids used in the case study
Liquid
70%
Isopropanol
Water
Toluene
Acetone

Density
[kg/m3]

Dynamic Viscosity
[kg/ms]

Kinematic
Viscosity |m2/s]

Surface
Tension [N/m]

874
997
862
784.58

2.27E-04
9.11E-04
5.69E-04

2.60E-06
9.13E-07
6.60E-07
4.10E-07

2.27E-02
7.28E-02
2.84E-02

3.22E-04

2.33E-02

Figure 6.18 represents the void fraction of bubble formation with four different
liquids flowing through the base channel and having a constant gas flow rate of
0.187ml/hr through the secondary channel.
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Figure 6.18 Plot gives the void fraction of bubble formation in base channel for base
liquids with different kinematic viscosities (base channel 162um, secondary channel
lOum, Gas flow rate 0.187ml/hr)

It can be noted from Figures 6.18 and 6.19 that the graphs are plotted with a liquid
flow rate in the base channel at X axis (instead of constant Reynolds number) to keep the
velocity of liquid flow constant even when different liquids are used. Since the velocity
of the liquid flow through the base channel is kept constant, the variation in the void
fraction of bubble formation will depend only on the dynamic viscosity and density of the
base liquid, and these properties are combined together to obtain the kinematic viscosity
of the base liquids. The figure representing the void fraction of bubble formation while
using different liquids with distinct physical properties are plotted for two different
constant gas flow rates to check whether the trend shown by the graph at one gas flow
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rate is repeated for other gas flow rates also. It can be noted from Figure 6.18 that the
void fraction of bubble formation is inversely proportional to the kinematic viscosity of
the base liquid. As the kinematic viscosity decreases, the void fraction of bubble
formation and the bubble diameter increases, so does the bubble diameter. This change is
very obvious at low flow rates of the base liquid. As the magnitude of base liquid flow
rates increases, the variation in the void fraction of bubble diameter with variation in
kinematic viscosity decreases. At very high values of liquid flow rates, the plots of void
fraction tends to stay closer to one another. Another important observation that can be
made from Figure 6.18 is that the variation of the void fraction with the flow rate of base
liquid is more when the kinematic viscosity is low. For example, Isopropanol has the
highest kinematic viscosity compared to the other testing liquids and it can be observed
that the variation in the void fraction of bubble formation while using Isopropanol is
lower than the other liquids. Acetone has the lowest value of kinematic viscosity and has
the maximum variation of void fraction of bubble formation. Figure 6.19 represents the
void fraction of bubble formation for different base fluids for a gas flow rate of
0.145ml/hr though the secondary channel.
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Figure 6.19 Plot gives the void fraction of bubble formation in base channel for base
liquids with different kinematic viscosities (base channel 162um, secondary channel
lOum, Gas flow rate 0.145ml/hr)

It can be observed from Figure 6.19 that the trends shown in Figure 6.18 are
followed very closely for a different flow rate of gas through the secondary channel. The
void fraction for bubble formation with Isopropanol has the lowest value as before, and
Acetone has the highest void fraction. Figure 6.20 represents the variation in the void
fraction of bubble formation at constant values of Reynolds numbers for different liquids
flowing through the base channel.
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Figure 6.20 Plot gives the void fraction of Nitrogen bubble formation in base channel for
different magnitude of Reynolds numbers (base channel 162um, secondary channel
1 Oum, Gas flow rate 0.187ml/hr)

The effect of surface tension of the base liquid on the void fraction of bubble
formation is also included in Figure 6.20. It can be observed that the trend shown in the
previous study with a constant base liquid flow rate is repeated while using constant
Reynolds number of liquid flow. While using a constant liquid flow rate for the
comparison of the void fraction of bubble formation, the plot tends to merge at higher
liquid flow rates. But in this study, with constant Reynolds numbers, the plots for the
void fraction is clearly distinct from one another except for water and Isopropanol, which
merges at very high values of Reynolds numbers. As the void fraction of bubble
formation decreases with the increase in kinematic viscosity of the base liquid, more and
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more bubbles tends to form in the active or saturation region. The surface tension of the
base liquid alone seems to have less effect on

determining the bubble diameter at

detachment because even though water has a surface tension of almost three times that of
Isopropanol, the bubble diameter obtained while using water as base liquid is much
greater than that obtained while using Isopropanol as the base fluid.
The major goal of this project is to produce microbubbles which have a diameter
less than 15um. The flow focusing technique in the cross-flow bubble/droplet generators
as introduced to attain this objective. But even without using the flow focusing technique,
the objective was attained by producing microbubbles of a size less than 15um in base
channels of hydraulic diameter 160um, using a secondary channel of diameter 2um.
Microbubbles of a size as small as 11 um were produced in the base channel at a flow rate
of lOml/hr. Table 6.3 gives the bubble diameter with corresponding base liquid flow rate
obtained while using secondary channel of hydraulic diameter of 2um.

Table 6-3 Diameter of bubbles generated in a base channel of hydraulic diameter 162um
and secondary channel diameter 2um
Liquid Flow
rate[ml/hr]

2

3

4

5

7

10

Bubble Diameter
[um]

21.79

18.15

16.34

13.62

12.71

10.89

6.2

Cross-flow Bubble Generator with Flow Focusing

The flow focusing technique introduced in the cross-flow microbubble/droplet
generators in this study is the first ever reported study to introduce flow focusing in
cross-flow bubble generators. The purpose of using the flow focusing technique in crossflow bubble generators is to focus the base liquid flow onto the side wall of the base
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channel on which the orifice is situated, and thereby make the drag force acting on the
bubble (during its formation from the orifice) more effective. Usually when the liquid
flows through a channel, the maximum flow velocity will be located towards the center
of the channel, and the velocity of liquid flow towards the side walls of the channel will
be zero. Figure 6.21 represents the velocity profile of liquid flow through a base channel
with and without the flow focusing technique imposed. It can be noted from Figure 6.21
that the velocity of the liquid flow near the walls of the base channel without flow
focusing is zero, and in base channels with flow focusing, the maximum velocity of the
base liquid flow is shifted near to the base channel wall around the orifice. This focused
velocity in front of the orifice will help the detachment of the bubble from the orifice at a
smaller diameter than in a normal channel.
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Figure 6.21 Contour plot of velocity profile in a base channel with and without flow
focusing (hydraulic diameter =150um, flow focusing structure =100um)
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As stated in Chapter 3, a feasibility study on introducing the flow focusing device
was done using the computational fluid dynamics software COMSOL® [45]. In addition
to proving the superiority of using the flow focusing technique in the cross-flow bubble
generators, an optimization study was done based on the shape and geometry of the flow
focusing structures. The shapes used in the optimization study were discussed in Chapter
3 and a few of the contour plots obtained from the results of the study are presented in
this chapter. The base channel used in the study was lOOum in hydraulic diameter with
20um secondary channel. Shapes used in the study were a circle of 50um diameter
placed in the middle of the base channel, a semi-circle of radius 75 urn, and a triangle of
height 75 urn. Figure 6.22 gives the contour plot of the results obtained in the study for a
particular Reynolds number.

Figure 6.22 Contour plot of bubble formation in base channel with different shapes of
flow focusing structures (hydraulic diameter =100um, flow focusing structure =50um
and 75um, secondary channel = 20um) [45]
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Figure 6.23 represents the variation in bubble diameter with the introduction of
flow focusing structures inside the base channel, and variation in bubble diameter with
the change in shape of the flow focusing structures.
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Figure 6.23 Bubble diameter in cross-flow bubble generator with and without flow
focusing structures of different shapes (hydraulic diameter =100(im, secondary channel =
20nm) [45]

The circular structure placed in the middle of the base channel in front of the
orifice seems to have a very slight effect on the bubble formation compared to the base
channel without flow focusing. So, in the experimental study of introducing flow
focusing structures in the base channel of the cross-flow device a circular structure is
avoided. Instead, a rectangular structure is introduced. The flow focusing study in the
cross-flow device is divided into four different cases in this study. The first case studies
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the benefit of introducing a flow focusing structure inside the cross-flow device, and the
second case studies the bubble formation in the base channel with flow focusing with two
different diameters of the secondary channel. The third case studies the effect of
introducing different shaped flow focusing structures inside the base channel and the
fourth case studies the variation in bubble diameter by changing the base width of the
flow focusing structures. Figure 6.24 shows bubble formation in a cross-flow device with
flow focusing structure.

Microbubbles

" '"i--i-*-.%v*i'rtv#lEi

Figure 6.24 Bubbles formed in a cross-flow bubble generator with semi-circular flow
focusing structure embedded in base channel (base channel 160um, secondary channel
lOum, flow focusing structure heightlOOum)

6.2.1

Case 1: Comparison of cross-flow device with and
without flow focusing
A comparison of the velocity profile of liquid flow in the base channel of a cross-

flow bubble generator with and without flow focusing structure is shown in Figure 6.21.
In the base channel with the flow focusing structure, the maximum velocity of the liquid
flow is shifted towards the side wall of the base channel around the orifice. This will help
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in the detachment of the bubbles inside the channel at a smaller diameter compared to the
bubbles formed in the normal channel. Semi-circular structures used for flow focusing in
the base channels are used for the purpose of comparison because of their better
performance in the feasibility study. Figure 6.25 represents the comparison between
normal base channel and base channel with semi-circle structure of lOOum radius.
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Figure 6.25 Plot gives the comparison between bubble diameters formed in cross-flow
devices with and without flow focusing (base channel 160um, secondary channel lOum,
flow focusing structure height 1 OOum)

It can be observed from the figure that the bubble diameter decreases very
abruptly with the use of a flow focusing structure inside the cross-flow bubble generator
for two distinct gas flow rates through the secondary channel. At a very low value of base
liquid flow Reynolds number (10), the bubble diameter formed using the flow focusing
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technique is close to the bubble formed in the normal channel. This happens due to the
blocking of the entire channel by the bubble formed from the orifice. The base fluid has
some delay to build up enough pressure to push the bubble off from the orifice. But as the
Reynolds number of liquid flow increases, the bubble diameter falls off very quickly and
reaches the saturation region. Another interesting thing that can be noted is that the
bubble diameter generated in the cross-flow bubble generator with flow focusing
structure does not change with the change in the gas flow through the secondary channel.
It shows a slight variation at the liquid flow Reynolds number of 10, but stays close to
one another for higher magnitudes of Reynolds numbers. The smallest bubble formed by
introducing the flow focusing technique in this case study was around 20(im in diameter.
6.2.2

Case 2: Comparison of bubble formation in secondary
channel with different hydraulic diameters
Figure 6.26 gives the comparison of the void fraction of bubble formation in the

base channel with a semi-circle flow focusing structure embedded in it, and having two
different secondary channels of different diameters, and the same length with the same
pressure drop of gas flow applied across them. The secondary channels used in the study
have hydraulic diameters of lOum and 5um. The graphs are plotted for two different gas
flow rates through both the secondary channels. The void fraction of the bubble
formation from the secondary channels of smaller diameter is less compared to the void
fraction of the bubbles from the bigger channel.
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Figure 6.26 Plot gives the comparison between the void fractions of bubbles formed in
base channel with semi-circle structure for two different secondary channel diameters
(base channel 160um, flow focusing structure height lOOum)

The comparison plot represented in Figure 6.26 is located mostly in the saturation
region and lower portion of the active region. It can be noted that at low values of
Reynolds numbers, the plot of void fraction varies with the change in the secondary
channel diameter, and at higher magnitude of Reynolds number and as the bubble
formation hits the saturation region, the void fraction of bubble formation from both the
channels comes closer. It can be inferred that the bubble formation in the base channel
using the flow focusing technique in the active region is well affected by the hydraulic
diameter of the secondary channel, but the bubble formation in the saturation region is
not much affected by the change in the secondary channel hydraulic diameter.
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6.2.3

Case 3: Comparison of different shapes of flow focusing
structures on cross-flow device performance
This section compares the bubble generation efficiency of cross-flow bubble

generators with different shapes of structures used for flow focusing in the base channel.
The chrome mask used for the manufacturing of the flow focusing structures inside the
base channel is shown in Figure 6.27. The flow focusing structure is placed in the base
channel, and the channel perpendicular to the base channel holds the fused silica tube.

Figure 6.27 Mask used for the manufacturing of different shapes of flow focusing
structures, (base channel 150UJTI, flow focusing structure height lOOum)

Figure 6.28 represents the comparison of bubble diameters formed in a cross-flow
device with three different shapes of flow focusing structures embedded in the base
channel. As predicted by the feasibility study, the base channel with a semi-circle
structure shows the best performance during the experimental study followed by the
triangular structures. The rectangle shows the least performance. In order to understand
the reasoning behind the variation in bubble diameter even while the cross-sectional area
in front of the orifice remains the same while using all the three different shaped
structures, the flow pattern in the region has to be studied. This is attained by using CFD
software CoventorWare.
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Figure 6.28 Plot gives the comparison between bubble diameters formed in cross-flow
devices with three different shaped flow focusing structures (base channel 160(jm,
secondary channel lO^im, flow focusing structure height lOO^m)
Figure 6.29 represents the flow pattern in front of the orifice while using three
different shapes of flow focusing structures inside the base channel. The orifice of bubble
formation will be situated on the wall of the base channel opposite to the flow focusing
structures towards the center of the structure. It can be observed from Figure 6.29 that as
the flow focusing structure is introduced inside the base channel, the maximum velocity
in the channel is shifted towards the side wall having the orifice, as expected. It can be
noted that, while using a rectangular structure, the velocity vectors are parallel to the side
wall of the base channel, creating an effect of using a narrow base channel for bubble
generation. In the case of using the circular and triangle channels, the velocity vectors are
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pointed on the orifice, creating an increase in the drag of the base liquid on the bubble
formation.

Figure 6.29 Contour plot of velocity profile in a base channel without flow focusing and
with three different shapes of flow focusing structures (hydraulic diameter =150um, flow
focusing structure =100|a,m)

But while using the triangular structure, the focusing of the velocity vector is
directed to the region slightly away from the orifice. This happens because the tip of the
triangle is pointed towards the center of the orifice and causes the flow focusing to
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happen slightly after the orifice in the flow direction. The semi-circular structure focuses
the flow to the region just before the orifice, causing the formation of smallest bubble
among the three flow focusing structures. The non-dimensional comparison of bubble
formation at a higher gas flow rate inside the base channel using the three different flow
focusing structures are done using non-dimensional volume of the bubbles formed in the
base channel in Figure 6.30.
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Figure 6.30 Comparison between the non-dimensionalized volume of bubbles formed in
the cross-flow devices with three different shapes of flow focusing structures (base
channel 150um, secondary channel lOum, flow focusing structure height lOOum)

Here Vmax is the volume of the biggest unconfmed bubble that can be formed in
the base channel without the flow focusing structure, and Vb is the volume of the bubble
formed at each Reynolds number of liquid flow. The void fraction of microbubble
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formation inside the base channel with different shapes of flow focusing structures is
presented in Figures 6.31 through 6.33. The void fraction of bubble formation is plotted
for six different gas flow rates through the secondary channel. Figure 6.31 represents the
void fraction of bubble formation while embedding a semi-circular flow focusing
structure inside the base channel. Figure 6.32 gives the void fraction of bubble formation
inside a base channel with triangular flow focusing technique embedded inside it.
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Figure 6.31 Plot gives the void fraction of bubble formation in base channel with semicircle flow focusing structure at different magnitudes of Reynolds number (base channel
160um, secondary channel lOum, flow focusing structure height = lOOum)
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Figure 6.32 Plot gives the void fraction of bubble formation in base channel with triangle
flow focusing structure at different magnitudes of Reynolds number (base channel
160um, secondary channel 10|im, flow focusing structure height = lOOum)
It can be observed from the Figures 6.31 and 6.32 that the void fraction of bubble
formation does not change much with the change in the gas flow rate. A slight variation
in the void fraction is observed at very low values of Reynolds numbers, but as the
magnitude of Reynolds number increases the void fraction stays close to one another for
different gas flow rates. Same observation was made in the plot of the void fraction
without flow focusing techniques.
Another point to be noted from Figure 6.31 is the regions under which the bubble
formation takes place. Even at very low magnitudes of Reynolds numbers, the bubble
formation is limited to the active region. The bubble formation shifts to the saturation
region as the Reynolds number reaches around 30. While using a secondary channel of
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diameter lOum, the transition from the active to saturation region took place at a
Reynolds number of around 120 for a base channel of same dimension that did not utilize
the flow focusing technique. This once again proves the advantage of introducing the
flow focusing technique inside the base channel of a cross-flow bubble generation device.
As in the previous case, the bubble formation is confined to the active and the
saturation region, but the variation in the void fraction with change in the gas flow rate is
more obvious in this case. At very low values of the gas flow rate, the bubble formation
is limited to the saturation region. The reason behind the increase in the variation in void
fraction can be turned back onto the flow pattern around the orifice discussed in Figure
6.29. The transition of the bubble formation region from the active to saturation region
occurs at a higher Reynolds number around 60. Figure 6.33 represents the void fraction
of bubble formation while using a rectangular flow focusing device. The variation in the
void fraction at low magnitudes of Reynolds numbers is less compared to the last case
while using a triangular flow focusing structure. The bubble formation is confined to the
active and saturation regions, and the transition from the active region to saturation
region occurs at a Reynolds number around 70 and is slightly higher than for the
triangular flow focusing structure.
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Figure 6.33 Plot gives the void fraction of bubble formation in base channel with
rectangle flow focusing structure at different magnitudes of Reynolds number (base
channel 160um, secondary channel lOum, flow focusing structure height = lOOum)

6.2.4

Case 4: Comparison of cross-flow device performance
with different base length flow focusing structures
For the optimization purpose of the flow focusing structures inside the base

channel, the dimensions of the flow focusing structure are varied and their performance is
studied in this section. Varying the height of the flow focusing structure was studied in
the feasibility study done using the CFD software [45]. The results showed that as the
height of the flow focusing structure inside the base channel is increased (in other words,
the cross-sectional area available for bubble formation in front of the orifice is
decreased), the diameter of the bubbles formed from the orifice decreases. So, in this
experimental study, instead of varying the height of the flow focusing structure, the width
at the base of the flow focusing structures is varied to see its effect on the bubble
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formation from the orifice. Figure 6.34 gives the mask used for manufacturing focus flow
structures of base length 300 inside the base channel.

Figure 6.34 Mask used for the manufacturing of different shapes of flow focusing
structures with base length 300um. (base channel 150um, flow focusing structure height
lOOum)

Figure 6.35 gives the comparison plot of bubble diameter obtained by using a
semi-circle flow focusing structure of two different base lengths inside the base channel.
The semi-circle flow focusing structures used in the study have a base length of 150um
and 300um and have a constant height of lOOum .It can be observed from the figure that
the diameter of the bubbles formed in the base channels with semi-circle flow focusing
structures of base length 300um is higher than the ones with base length 150um. But at
small magnitudes of Reynolds numbers below 20, the scenario is different. The semicircle structure with 300|im base length produces the smaller bubble. To explain this
scenario, the flow pattern in front of the orifice while using both the structures has to be
studied carefully.
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Figure 6.35 Plot represents the comparison between the bubble diameter formed in crossflow device with flow focusing using semi-circle structures of two different base length
(base channel 160um, secondary channel 10(im, flow focusing structure height lOOum)
Figure 6.36 gives the contour plot of velocity pattern for flow focusing structures
of different base lengths. From Figure 6.36 it can be observed that as the base length of
the flow focusing structures increases, the velocity profile in the region in front of the
orifice tends to become parallel to the side wall of the base channel. It was stated earlier
that the diameter of bubbles formed in the base channel with flow focusing depends on
the focusing of base liquid velocity into the orifice of bubble formation. So while using
the semi-circle with a longer base length, the velocity profile in front of the orifice
becomes parallel to the side wall as it approaches the beginning of the orifice in the flow
direction, causing the formation of bigger bubbles.
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Figure 6.36 Contour plot of velocity profile in a base channel with flow focusing
structures of different base length (hydraulic diameter =150um, flow focusing structure
=100um)
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The opposite happening at very low Reynolds number is due to the bubbles
getting stuck to the semi-circle structure with a smaller base length. In all the contour
plots shown in Figure 6.36, the orifice of bubble formation is placed on the opposite side
wall of the base channel towards the center of the flow focusing structure. Figure 6.37
represents the comparison between bubble diameters formed by using rectangular
channels of two different base lengths.
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Figure 6.37 Plot gives the comparison between the bubble diameter formed in cross-flow
device with flow focusing using rectangular structures of two different base length (base
channel 160um, secondary channel 1 Oum, flow focusing structure height 1 OOum)

As in the case of using a semi-circular structure, the bubble diameter increases as
the base length of the rectangular structure increases. The rectangular flow focusing
structures have a poor performance compared to the other two structures due to the
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velocity profile parallel to the side wall of the base channel in front of the orifice. This
effect increases as the length of the rectangular structure increases and results in an even
worse performance. Figure 6.38 gives the comparison of the bubble diameter while using
two triangular structures of two different base lengths.
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Figure 6.38 Plot gives the comparison between the bubble diameter formed in cross-flow
device with flow focusing using triangular structures of two different base length (base
channel 160[im, secondary channel lOum, flow focusing structure height lOOum)

It can be observed from Figure 6.38 that bubble diameter does not increase much
with the increase in the base length of the flow focusing structures as in the previous two
cases (while using circular and the rectangular structures). This phenomenon can be
explained using the statement made about the focusing of liquid velocity onto the rear
end of the orifice in the flow direction due to the tip of the triangle placed towards the
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center of the orifice. It can be inferred from these observations that if the tip of the
triangular flow focusing structure is positioned to the front end of the orifice in the liquid
flow direction, bubbles of a smaller diameter can be obtained by using a triangular flow
focusing structure.
As discussed at the end of Section 6.1, the objective of this project was to
generate bubbles of a diameter less than 15nm. The objective was achieved by generating
bubbles of a size around 1 lum using a secondary channel of size 2um in a base channel
of hydraulic diameter 160nm. The objective to using the flow focusing technique inside
the cross-flow bubble generators was to produce bubbles of a smaller size by using flow
focusing techniques. The study was able to produce bubbles of a size around 16(jm and
19um with a secondary channel of size 5um and lOum, respectively in a base channel of
160um hydraulic diameters with semi-circle flow focusing structure of height lOOum.
The study was further extended to produce smaller bubbles and was successful in
producing bubbles of a size around 5um with a secondary channel of 2^m diameters in
base channel of hydraulic diameter 160um with semi-circle flow focusing structure of
height lOOum. The smallest bubble produced (5^m) is smaller than a red blood cell, and
has a volume of 6.58e-17 m . These bubbles can pass through the filtration system of the
human body without any trouble and can be used for the oxygenation of blood directly
using microbubbles.

6.3

Co-Flow Bubble Generators

The second type of bubble generators considered in this study is the co-flow
bubble generators. The schematic representation of a co-flow generator is given in Figure
6.38. The manifolds on both sides of the main channel provide the inlets for the liquid,
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and the direction of the liquid flow is represented using the arrows. Gas flows into the
junction through the secondary channel aligned in the central channel. The tip of the
fused silica tube is aligned to the intersection of the liquids (the cross junction shown in
Figure 6.39).
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Figure 6.39 Schematic representation of the co-flow bubble generator

The liquids flow through the base channels, leaving the manifold and will merge
into the main base channel. The gas flowing through the secondary channel will form
bubbles in the junction, and the drag force exerted by the merging liquid will force the
bubble to get detached from the orifice. Since the secondary channel diameter used in this
device also falls under the slip flow region of gas flow, the same equations used in the
cross-flow device to calculate the gas flow are used in this case also. Figure 6.40
represents the bubble formation in a co-flow device at various time steps.
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Figure 6.40 Represents the bubble formation inside a co-flow device with base liquid
coming from both sides of the bubble and forcing the bubble to detach from the orifice
((base channel 150um, secondary channel lOum)
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The force balance equation used in the cross-flow device cannot be used to model
the bubble formation in a co-flow device due to the formation of flow separation region
in front of the orifice. The details of the formation of flow separation region are discussed
in the Section 6.3.1. Figure 6.41 gives the comparison of the bubble diameter formed
from a co-flow bubble generation device with the base channel of hydraulic diameter
162um and secondary channel of diameter lOum at six different flow rates of gas through
the secondary channel.
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Figure 6.41 Plot gives the variation in bubble diameter generated in a co-flow device for
six different values of gas momentum at various magnitudes of base liquid Reynolds
numbers (base channel 162um, secondary channel lOum)

The base channels connecting the manifolds to the bubble formation junction has
the same hydraulic diameter as the main base channel, so the flow rate corresponding to
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each Reynolds number of liquid flow though the main base channel is divided into two
parts. Each portion is fed into a manifold on either side of the secondary channel. It can
be noted from Figure 6.41 that the bubble diameter corresponding to high Reynolds
number such as 250 is much larger compared to the bubble diameter in cross-flow device
with same dimensions of base and secondary channel. And even while using a secondary
channel of a diameter as small as lOum, a major portion of the bubbles formed in the coflow device is confined to the base channel walls. This happens due to the formation of a
flow separation region in front of the orifice where the flow of the base liquid forms a
flow separation region. This scenario can be explained better by using a flow pattern
study done using CFD software CoventorWare. Figure 6.42 gives the contour plot and
vector plot of velocity profile in front of the orifice inside a co-flow bubble generation
device.
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utrVs
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Figure 6.42 Contour plot and vector plot of velocity profile in front of the orifice in a coflow device (bases channel 150um, Reynolds number 250)
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It can be observed from the contour plot of velocity profile represented in Figure
6.42 that in the region around the orifice (that occurs to be on the center of the wall
opposite to the main channel) the flow of the base liquid is almost zero. The vector plot
of the same velocity profile shows a flow separation in the region. This phenomenon is
the reason behind the formation of a bigger bubble inside the co-flow device compared to
the cross-flow device. The formation of this flow separation region prevents the use the
of force balancing equation for predicting the diameter of the bubble formed from a coflow bubble generation device. The size of the flow separation region changes with the
Reynolds number of the liquid flow through the base channel. Mathematical equations of
higher complexities have to be employed for the determination of the size of the flow
separation region. CoventorWare CFD module uses the solution obtained from solving
the three dimensional momentum and continuity equations in determining the flow
separation region at a different flow rate of liquid flow.
In the case of the co-flow devices, the transition of bubble formation from the
active region to the saturation region depends on the size of the flow separation region in
front of the orifice. Different from the case of the cross-flow device, the determination of
a general equation for determining the saturation region for each device is not possible
for the co-flow device, as the size of the flow separation region depends on the Reynolds
number of base fluid flow. As the Reynolds number of liquid flow through the base
channel increases, the size of the flow separation region also increases but at the same
time an increase in Reynolds number will result in a decrease in the bubble diameter at
which it detaches from the orifice. This happens because of the increase in drag force of
the base liquid with the increase in Reynolds number. So as the Reynolds number
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increases a balance situation will occur where the diameter of the bubble detachment
equals the size of the flow separation region, and the transition from the active region to
the saturation region happens around that particular Reynolds number. Any further
increase in the Reynolds number of liquid flow will not have much effect on the bubbles
being detached from the orifice. Since in this study the determination of the size of the
flow separation region is not possible for each of devices considered in this study, the
void fraction of bubble formation is classified only as the confined region and active
region. The new generation of co-flow devices presented in this study has a far better
performance than the conventional co-flow devices using both a base and secondary
channel of same depth. From Figure 6.40 it can be noted that the bubble formed from a
co-flow device, having a secondary channel of 10|^m in diameter, is having a perfect
spherical shape throughout its formation, and has the base fluid flowing all around it once
the bubble becomes bigger than the flow separation region in front of the orifice. Figure
6.43 gives the plot of superficial velocity of the bubble corresponding to each value of
superficial velocity of base liquid. The graph is plotted for three different flow rates of
gas through the secondary channel and it can be seen that the superficial velocity of gas is
much less in magnitude than the corresponding superficial velocity of the liquid. Even at
a high magnitude of pressure drop across the secondary channel, the bubble formation
from the new generation co-flow device falls under the bubbly region. The parametric
study of the co-flow bubble generation device is limited to three different cases. The first
case studies the variation in the void fraction of bubble formation for different Reynolds
number of base liquid flow at six different gas flow rates through the secondary channel.
The second case studies the variation in the void fraction of bubble formation while using
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secondary channels of different hydraulic diameters. The third case studies the effect of
void fraction of bubble formation while using different base liquids.
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Figure 6.43 Plot gives the variation in superficial velocity of gas with respect to the
change in superficial velocity of the base liquid in a co-flow device (base channel 160um,
secondary channel 1 Oum)

6.3.1

Case 1: Variable parameter: Reynolds number of base
liquid flow and gas flow rate
Figure 6.44 represents the variation in the void fraction of bubble formation in a

co-flow bubble generation device for various Reynolds numbers of liquid flow rates at
six different gas flow rates. It can be observed from the figure that as the Reynolds
number of liquid flow rate increases, the void fraction of bubble formation decreases. The
variation in the void fraction of bubble formation with the increase in the gas flow rate
occurs at low Reynolds numbers of liquid flow rate, but as the Reynolds number
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increases, the void fraction for various gas flow rates tends to come closer. As explained
in the Sections 6.1 of cross-flow devices, the pressure drop inside the base channel is low
at low Reynolds numbers of liquid flow, so the variation in the absolute pressure in front
of the orifice will have an effect on the bubble formation. However as the pressure drop
across the base channel increases with the increase in liquid flow Reynolds number, this
effect will become negligible, and the void fraction of bubble formation comes close to
one another. The transition from the confined region to the saturation region occurs
around a Reynolds number of 50. As discussed in the Section 6.3, determination of the
saturation region is difficult to attain and so is not defined in Figure 6.44.
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Figure 6.44 Plot gives the variation in void fraction inside a co-flow device for five
different values of gas flow rate at various magnitudes of Reynolds numbers of base
liquid flow(base channel 162um, secondary channel 10um)
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6.3.2

Case 2: Variable parameter: Hydraulic diameter of
secondary channel
This section deals with the change in void fraction of the bubble diameter with the

change in the hydraulic diameter of the secondary channel. Figure 6.45 represents the
void fraction of bubble formation in a co-flow device for five different gas flow rates
though a secondary channel of hydraulic diameter 5um. It can be observed from the
figure that most of the bubble formation falls under the active region, even at a very small
Reynolds number of liquid flow through the base channel. The transition from the
confined to the active region occurs at a Reynolds number of around 20. The variation of
void fraction with the change in the gas flow rate is very minimal in the active region.
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Figure 6.45 Plot gives the variation in void fraction inside a co-flow device for five
different values of gas flow rate at various magnitudes of Reynolds numbers of base
liquid flow(base channel 162um, secondary channel 5um)
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As discussed previously in Chapter 6, the void fraction of bubble diameter varies
a little at very low magnitudes of Reynolds number. The gas flow rate through the
secondary channel is very low even at a very high pressure drop of gas flow across the
channel because of its very small hydraulic diameter. This enables the generation of
unconfined bubbles in the base channel under all conditions of gas flow rate through the
secondary channel.
The void fraction of bubble formation in a cross-flow device while using a
secondary channel of hydraulic diameter lOum is given in Figure 6.44. The trend shown
by the void fraction of bubble formation by using a secondary channel of lOum while
using six different gas flow rates is the same as that of using the secondary channel of
hydraulic diameter 5um. The number of bubbles formed in the confined region at same
pressure drop across the secondary channel increases as the size of secondary channel
increases. The transition from the confined region to the active region happens at a
Reynolds number of around 40. The variation in the void fraction of bubble formation
with different flow rates of gas through the secondary channel is negligible at higher
Reynolds numbers, but is noticeable at lower magnitudes of Reynolds numbers.
Figure 6.46 gives the variation in the void fraction of bubble diameter with four
different gas flow rates through the secondary channel of hydraulic diameter 25um. It is
interesting to note the variation in the void fraction of bubble diameter with the change in
the gas flow rate at higher Reynolds number of liquid flow. As the hydraulic diameter of
the secondary channel increases, the variation in the void fraction of bubble diameter also
increases with the change in pressure drop of gas flow across the channel. The gas
momentum force acting through the secondary channel becomes an influential force at
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the large hydraulic diameter of secondary channels. The bubbles being formed from the
secondary channel are large enough to be larger than the flow separation region right
from the moment of its formation. The bubbles will reach a saturation region only at very
high Reynolds number of liquid flow through the base channel. The same trend in the
variation of void fraction of bubble diameter while using secondary channels of diameter
25um was observed in the previous case of the cross-flow device discussed in Section
6.1.3.
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Figure 6.46 Plot gives the variation in void fraction inside a co-flow device for five
different values of gas flow rate at various magnitudes of Reynolds numbers of base
liquid flow(base channel 162um, secondary channel 25urn)
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Figure 6.47 represents the variation in the void fraction of bubble diameter with
the variation in the gas flow rate through the secondary channel of hydraulic diameter
50um for three different gas flow rates.
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Figure 6.47 Plot gives the variation in void fraction inside a co-flow device for three
different values of gas momentum at various magnitudes of base liquid flow Reynolds
numbers (base channel 162um, secondary channel 50um)

The interesting thing that can be noted from Figure 6.47 is that even with a
secondary channel of hydraulic diameter of 50um, the void fraction of the bubbles
generated in the device at three different gas flow rates remains the same at high
Reynolds number of liquid flow. This behavior was observed in the cross-flow device
also while using a secondary channel of hydraulic diameter 50um. The reasoning behind
this phenomenon can be explained using the pressure drop across the secondary channel.
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Even though the gas flow rate through the secondary channel varies, the pressure drop
across the secondary channel remains very close to each other during the bubble
formation in the base channel (between 1.8 and 0.9 PSI). This causes the diameter of
bubble formation to stay close to each other at high Reynolds numbers of liquid flow
through the base channel (the change in the absolute pressure in front of the orifice is low
compared to the pressure drop across the base channel at high Reynolds number of liquid
flow).
6.3.3

Case 3: Variable parameter: Different base liquids
The dependency of the void fraction of bubble diameter on the properties of the

base liquid is studied in this section with the help of three different liquids of different
physical properties that affect the Reynolds number of its flow through the base channel.
As in the case of the cross-flow device, the combined effect of the density and dynamic
viscosity of the base liquid on the bubble formation is studied using the kinematic
viscosity of the base liquid. The variation of the void fraction of bubble diameter with
change in the kinematic viscosity of three different base liquids is represented in Figure
6.48. It can be noticed from the figure that as the kinematic viscosity of the base liquid
increases, the void fraction of bubble diameter decreases. Two liquids, Isopropanol and
Ethylene glycol, have the same void fraction of bubble diameter at very low base liquid
flow rate but show a clear variation at higher flow rates. Water, which is the third
working liquid used in the study, shows a much higher void fraction of bubble formation
compared to the void fraction obtained while using other two liquids. The liquid velocity
is kept constant for all the liquids flowing through the base channel for the purpose of
comparison in Figure 6.48. The drag force, which is a function of liquid viscosity, acts
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much more effectively on the bubbles being formed from the orifice when the viscosity
of the base liquid is higher. This causes the bubbles to get detached from the orifice at a
smaller diameter while using a liquid of high viscosity as the base liquid.
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Figure 6.48 Plot gives the void fraction of bubble formation in co-flow device for base
liquids with different kinematic viscosities (base channel 162^im, secondary channel
lOum, Gas flow rate 0.187ml/hr)

In order to validate the trend shown by the void fraction of bubble formation in
Figure 6.48 a second graph is plotted in Figure 6.49 with all the parameters in Figure
6.48, constant while varying the gas flow rates through the secondary channel. Figure
6.49 shows the same characteristics of Figure 6.48, except the fact that the void fraction
of bubble diameter at low liquid flow rates shifted down slightly. The graph representing
the void fraction of the bubble diameter with the change in Reynolds number of liquid
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flow in base channel is not included in this study because it has the same trend as the
graph with constant liquid flow rate. This was proven in Section 6.16 while considering
the cross-flow device.
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Figure 6.49 Plot gives the void fraction of bubble formation in base channel for base
liquids with different kinematic viscosities (base channel 162um, secondary channel
lOum, Gas flow rate 0.145ml/hr)

6.4

Co-Flow Bubble Generators with Flow Focusing

The effect of introducing flow focusing in the new generation of co-flow devices
is studied in this section. The performance of the co-flow devices while using different
shapes of flow focusing structures is compared to get an optimized shape for the flow
focusing technique introduced here in this study. As discussed in the Section 6.2 of crossflow devices with flow focusing technique, flow focusing ensures the flow to be more
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focused to the orifice of bubble formation, helping the bubbles to get detached from the
orifice at a smaller diameter compared to the bubbles generated from the device with
ordinary base channels. In the case of co-flow devices, the use of flow focusing structures
also helps to reduce the size of the flow separation region in front of the orifice, helping
the bubbles to detach from the orifice at smaller bubble diameters. The reduction in the
flow separation region in front of the orifice is studied with the help of CFD software.
The contour plot giving the velocity profile of the liquid flow through the base channel
with and without flow focusing is represented in Figure 6.50.
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Figure 6.50 Contour plot of velocity profile for base liquid flow inside base channel with
and without flow focusing device (base channel 150um, Reynolds number of liquid flow
250)
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It can be noted from the figure that as a flow focusing structure is introduced in
the base channel, the flow in front of the orifice is focused to the orifice, and the flow
separation region is reduced considerably. The flow focusing structures demonstrated in
Figure 6.50 are circular in shape and have a radius of lOOum. The base channels used in
both cases (with and without flow focusing structures) are of 15(^m in hydraulic
diameter, and the Reynolds number of liquid flow at which the contour plots are
generated is 250. The velocity vectors included in the contour plot give a picture of the
flow direction in each region of base liquid flow inside the channel. Other than
decreasing the size of the flow separation region, the flow focusing structures serves the
purpose of increasing the velocity of the liquid flow around the orifice, helping the
detachment of the bubbles the orifice at a smaller diameter.
6.4.1

Case 1: Comparison of co-flow device performance with
and without flow focusing technique
Figure 6.51 gives the comparison of the bubble diameter formed in co-flow

devices with and without flow focusing structures. The graph is plotted for two different
gas flow rates through the secondary channel. It can be noticed from the figure that the
size of the bubbles decreases considerably while using flow focusing structures in the
base channel. The reduction occurs for both the gas flow rates and reduction of bubble
diameter while introducing flow focusing technique at higher Reynolds numbers of base
liquid flow. The reduction in bubble diameter by introducing flow focusing structures at
same Reynolds number of liquid flow through the base channel proves the purpose and
advantage of using the flow focusing technique in the co-flow devices.
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Figure 6.51 Plot gives the comparison between bubble diameters formed in co-flow
devices with and without flow focusing (base channel 162um, secondary channel lOum,
flow focusing structure height 1 OOuxn)
6.4.2

Case 2: Comparison of the performance of co-flow
devices with different shapes of flow focusing structures
For the purpose of optimizing the shape of flow focusing structures introduced in

the base channel, the performance of the co-flow device with three different shapes of
flow focusing structures is compared in this section. The three structures have the shapes
circle, triangle, and square. Figure 6.52 gives the layout of the masks used in the
manufacturing of co-flow devices with three different shapes of flow focusing structures.
The circular structure has a radius of lOOum; the square has lOOum sides, and triangle
has a height of 100am. The performance and contour plots of the co-flow devices having
these three different structures is represented in Figure 6.53 and 6.54.
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Figure 6.52 Mask layouts for manufacturing different shapes of flow focusing structures
inside the base channel of co-flow device.
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Figure 6.53 Plot gives the comparison between bubble diameters formed in co-flow
devices with three different shapes of flow focusing structures (base channel 162um,
secondary channel lOum, flow focusing structure height lOOum)
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Figure 6.54 gives the contour plot of velocity profile in co-flow devices with flow
focusing. From Figure 6.53 it can be noted that the diameters of the bubbles co-flow
devices with three different shapes of flow focusing structures have the same magnitude.
From Figure 6.54 it can be observed that the reduction in the flow separation region in
front of the orifice while using different shapes of flow focusing structures is uniform and
accounts for the formation of the same size bubbles from all the devices. The vector plot
of the velocity profile represented in Figure 6.54 represents the flow separation regions in
the liquid junction in front of the orifice.
6.4.3

Case 3: Comparison of void fraction of bubble
formation in co-flow device with flow focusing
This section compares the void fraction of bubble formation in the co-flow

devices with different shapes of flow focusing structures at different gas flow rates
through the secondary channel. Figure 6.55 gives the void fraction of bubble formation in
the base channels while using circular flow focusing structures at three different gas flow
rates. It can be observed from the figure that the change in the gas flow rate through the
secondary channel does not have much effect on the void fraction of bubble formation in
the base channel. The reduction in the flow separation region, and the increase in the base
liquid velocity in the region of bubble formation, dominate the effect created by the
change in the gas flow rate through the secondary channel. The vector plot given in
Figure 6.54 shows the uniform distribution of the liquid flow in the base channel while
using circular flow focusing structures. Another interesting observation that can be made
from Figure 6.55 is that all the bubble formation corresponding to all values of gas flow
rate is limited to the active region even at a very low value of Reynolds number of liquid
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flow through the base channel. This again proves the superiority of using the flow
focusing technique inside the co-flow bubble generation device.
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Figure 6.55 Plot gives the variation in void fraction of bubbles formed in co-flow devices
with semi-circle flow focusing structure (base channel 162um, secondary channel lOum,
flow focusing structure height lOOum)

Figure 6.56 represents the void fraction of bubble formation in co-flow device
with triangular flow focusing structures in the base channel. Again, the graph is plotted
for three different values of gas flow rates through the secondary channel. It can be noted
that for the higher values of gas flow rates, the void fraction of bubble formation is close
to one another. But for the lowest value of gas flow rate through the secondary channel,
the void faction of bubble formation is lower compared to the other gas flow rates. This
change in the void fraction of bubble formation in the base channel can be accounted for
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by the flow maldistribution in front of the orifice while using a triangular flow focusing
structure.
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Figure 6.56 Plot gives the variation in void fraction of bubbles formed in co-flow devices
with triangle flow focusing structure (base channel 162um, secondary channel lOum,
flow focusing structure height lOOum)

Figure 6.57 shows the enlarged view of the vector plot of velocity profile of liquid
flow in front of the orifice. The same observation was made for the cross-flow device
while using triangular flow focusing structures. It can be noted from the figure that the
flow in the region of liquid merging from the two base channels is not uniform in nature
compared to the flow in base channel with circular structure. The regions of flow
separation in front of the orifice causes the change in the void fraction of bubble
formation at low values of gas flow rate while using triangular structures.

Figure 6.57 Vector plot of velocity profile for base liquid flow inside base channel with
triangular flow focusing structure (base channel 150um, Reynolds number of liquid flow
250)

6.5

Droplet Generators

This section discusses the generation of droplets using the new generation of
droplet generators introduced in this study. The feasibility of using the new technique for
the generation of the droplets in the micro channels by using fused silica tube as the
secondary channel was studied in the cross-flow device with base channel of hydraulic
diameter 160um and secondary channel of diameter 75um. Water was used as the base
liquid and ultra pure Paraffin wax oil was used as the secondary liquid. The results
obtained from the feasibility study are represented in Figure 6.58.
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Figure 6.58 Droplet formations in cross-flow device (base channel 162um, secondary
channel 75 urn)

Figure 6.58 represents the picture of droplet formation in a cross-flow device at
various phases of droplet formation and detachment from the orifice. Unlike the bubble
formation from a cross-flow device, the droplets which are being formed from the orifice
of a cross-flow device tends to lean towards the edge of the base channel in the flow
direction even before it detaches from the orifice. Yet, the major advantage of the droplet
generation, by using a fused silica channel of a hydraulic diameter less than the hydraulic
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diameter of the base channel at least by a factor of two, is the formation of unconfined
bubbles and the elimination of satellite droplets. The variation in the droplet generation
and detachment with the change in the Reynolds number of the base liquid and secondary
liquid is studied in the case studies considered below.
6.5.1

Case 1: Cross-flow droplet generators
The variation in the bubble diameter with change in the Reynolds number of the

base liquid at three different flow rates of secondary liquids through the secondary
channel, and is plotted in Figure 6.59.
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Figure 6.59 Plot gives the variation in the droplet diameter formed in cross-flow devices
with water as base fluid and Paraffin oil as secondary fluid (base channel 160um,
secondary channel 75 urn)
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It can be observed that as the Reynolds number of the base liquid increases, the
diameter of the droplet decreases (the same behavior was observed in the study of the
bubble generation also). But the rate of change in the droplet diameter with Reynolds
number of the base liquid flow is less compared to the rate of change in the bubble
diameter with Reynolds number of liquid flow. At very low Reynolds number of base
liquid flow, the droplets are confined to the base channel walls, but the transition from
the confined region to the active region happens at very low value of Reynolds number of
base liquid flow around 30. The change in the size of droplet diameter with the change in
the secondary liquid flow rate is also studied in Figure 6.59. It can be observed that the
change in the secondary liquid flow rate, from 1.5ml/hr to 2.5ml/hr, does not make much
difference in the diameter of the droplets being formed from the orifice.
6.5.2

Case 2: Co-flow droplet generators
The droplet formation inside a co-flow device at various time intervals is given in

Figure 6.60. The base channel has a hydraulic diameter of 165um and the secondary
channel has a diameter of 75 um. It can be observed from the figure that as the diameter
of the droplet increases, it gets extended into the base channel, and the neck of the droplet
gets pinched off at a certain diameter. As the diameter of the secondary channel
decreases, the droplet extension into the base channel decreases and avoids the chance of
satellite droplet formation in the device. Figure 6.61 represents the variation in the
droplet diameter with the variation in the Reynolds number for two different secondary
fluid flow rates. As in the previous case, the droplet diameter decreases with an increase
in Reynolds number of base liquid flow, but the rate of decrease in droplet diameter is
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less compared to the rate of decrease of droplet diameter in a cross-flow device. The
same trend was observed while studying the bubble formation is a co-flow device.
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Figure 6.60 Droplet formation in a co-flow device at various time intervals (base channel
165 urn, secondary channel 75 urn)
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The fluid flow rate through the secondary channel is too varied to study its effect
on the droplet diameter. It was observed Figure 6.61 that with a change in the secondary
fluid flow rate from 2ml/hr to 3ml/hr the droplet diameter varies a little.
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Figure 6.61 Plot gives the variation in the droplet diameter formed in co-flow devices
with water as base fluid and Paraffin oil as secondary fluid (base channel 165um,
secondary channel 7 5 urn)

6.6

Cross-flow Bubble Generator with Round Base Channel

The heat transfer characteristics of a zig-zag micro channel were studied by B.
Mathew et al. in 2010 [54]. The study showed the flow pattern inside a zig-zag micro
channel, and this led to the investigation of bubble generation in a cross-flow device with
a round micro channel as the base channel. The schematic of the cross-flow bubble
generator with a round base channel and the contour plot of the velocity profile in a round
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channel are given in Figure 6.62. The main factor behind the generation of smaller
bubbles in a base channel is the focusing of the base liquid flow onto the side of the base
channel with bubble generation orifice. Previously in this study, this result was obtained
by using the flow focusing technique, and now in this section the flow focusing is
obtained by using a base channel of round geometry.

Secondary
Channel

Figure 6.62 Schematic of cross-flow generator with round channel and contour plot of
velocity profile inside the round channel

In Figure 6.62, the contour plot of the velocity profile in a round micro channel
shows that the flow inside a round channel will be focused onto the outer side of the
channel. So by positioning the orifice of the bubble formation onto the outer side of the
base channel bubble of lesser diameter can be obtained in the base channel. The bubble
formation in a base channel of round geometry is shown in Figure 6.63. Figure 6.64 gives
the comparison of bubble diameter obtained using different cross-flow techniques.
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Figure 6.63 Bubble formation in cross-flow device with round base channel, (base
channel 160um, secondary channel 1 Oum)
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Figure 6.64 Comparison of bubble diameter obtained from a straight base channel (with
and without flow focusing) and round base channel, (base channel 160um, secondary
channel 1 O^m, flow focusing structure (semi-circle) height 1 OOum)
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From Figure 6.63 it can be noticed that the bubbles generated in the cross-flow
device with a round base channel is moving though the outer side of the base channel
where the velocity of the base liquid is maximum. The comparison between the bubble
diameter obtained from an ordinary base channel, a round base channel, and a base
channel with flow focusing structure of radius lOOum is represented in Figure 6.64.
It can be observed from the Figure 6.64 that while using a round base channel the
bubbles that are formed inside the channel are much smaller than those were formed in
the straight base channel. At lower Reynolds number of liquid flow rate, the cross-flow
devices with a round base channel can produces bubbles which are smaller than the ones
produced by the base channels with flow focusing structures, But as base liquid Reynolds
number increases, the cross-flow devices with flow focusing structures shows the better
performance.

CHAPTER 7
FUTURE W O R K AND CONCLUSIONS
One of the major objectives of the current study was to generate microbubbles of
diameter less than 15um in a micro channel. This objective is achieved in the current
study, and this enables the microbubbles to be used for the direct oxygenation of blood.
The amount of oxygen needed to be transferred into the blood of an adult person in order
to replace the mechanical ventilator fully is very large compared to the volume of
individual microbubbles which have a diameter of 15um. So multiple arrays of micro
channels with more than one orifice in a channel have to be stacked together to achieve
the objective of oxygenation of the blood. The future work towards the blood
oxygenation project should focus on stacking the micro channels into a device that can
produce enough microbubbles and is capable of replacing the mechanical ventilators
A major factor that is affecting the bubble diameter while the gas flow rate
through the secondary channel is modified is the absolute pressure change in front of the
orifice. A study of the flow pattern and absolute pressure in the region in front of the
orifice during the bubble formation can reconfirm this hypothesis. For the purpose of
studying the absolute pressure, some kind of pressure sensor has to be integrated in front
of the orifice which can accurately monitor the pressure variation in the region. The flow
pattern can be studied with the help of particle image velocimery technique. The
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determination of these two factors will help to define the bubble formation from both the
cross-flow and co-flow device with greater accuracy. Determining the flow separation
region in front of the orifice in a co-flow microbubble generator, and determining the
saturation region of the bubble formation in the device is another area where future work
has to be concentrated on. The mathematical model can be generated for this purpose,
and the validation of the mathematical model can be done using the experimental analysis
of the flow separation region using facilities like particle image velocimetry technique.
The merging of the bubble which is explained in the Section 6.1 needs to be addressed
more broadly with more resources, to study how it affects the bubble formation in the
confined region. None of the conventional bubble generators have addressed this problem
experimentally or mathematically, and these areas that need to be studied carefully.
The bubble generating devices manufactured using the new technique, of using
fused silica tube as the secondary channel, can be used to generate both the bubbles and
droplets. But in the current study the droplet generation is studied only to a limited extent
in order to prove the advantages of using the new generation devices over the
conventional devices. A detailed study of the droplet generation in both cross-flow and
co-flow devices which includes the parametric study has to be done as a part of the future
work of this project. The current model developed for the prediction of the bubble
diameter in a cross-flow device has to be experimentally validated for the droplet
formation, and needs to be updated if necessary for the prediction of droplet diameter at
detachment in the cross-flow droplet generators. The existing models already developed
can predict the bubble formation in co-flow devices, but lack experimental validation
which can not be validated from the unconfined droplets obtained from the device.
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A conclusion of this study needs to review the objectives of the study and explain
how this study has addressed each of the initial objectives. The major objectives of this
study at the beginning are as follows.
1)

The main objective of this study throughout its phases is to generate microbubbles
of a size less than 15uin in diameter for the purpose of direct oxygenation of blood
without using mechanical ventilators (Objective achieved).

2)

The secondary objective of this work is to understand the mechanism behind the
formation of unconfined bubble inside micro channels for a wide range of fluid
flow rate through both the base and secondary channels and thereby overcome the
limitations of the conventional bubble generators (Objective achieved).

3)

The third objective of this work is to validate the mathematical model generated to
predict the bubble diameter at its detachment experimentally in a cross-flow device.
The model can be modified to predict the bubble diameter inside a co-flow device
(Objective partially achieved).

4)

The fourth objective of this work is to introduce flow focusing inside the cross-flow
droplet/bubble generators and obtain smaller droplet/bubbles at lower Reynolds
number of the base fluid compared to the models which do not use the flow
focusing techniques (Objective achieved).
The study satisfied all of its objectives, and the major conclusions of the study are

listed below.
1)

The new generation of microbubble/droplet generators utilizing both cross-flow and
co-flow techniques were designed, manufactured and tested during the work.
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Microbubbles of a diameter 11 urn were generated in the base micro channel of
hydraulic diameter 160um using a secondary channel of diameter 2um (Objective
1).
Microbubbles of a diameter approximately 5 urn were generated in a base channel of
hydraulic diameter 160um, having a semi-circular flow focusing structure of radius
lOOum using a secondary channel of 2um (Objective 1).
The important forces acting on the bubble during its formation and detachment
inside the base channel were determined to be surface tension and drag force
(Objective 2).
A parametric study based on the physical properties of base liquid and secondary
fluid was done and analyzed during the study for both cross-flow and co-flow
devices to understand their effect on the bubble diameter at detachment and
formation (Objective 2).
Kinematic viscosity and Reynolds number of the base liquid are the major factors
in determining the bubble diameter at the detachment from the orifice.
The pressure drop of the gas flow across the secondary channel will affect the
bubble diameter at low Reynolds numbers of base liquid flow rates.
A parametric study based on the geometry of the base channel and secondary
channel was conducted to study the effect of the geometric parameters on the
bubble diameter at detachment and during formation (Objective 2).
Hydraulic diameter of the secondary channel affects the bubble diameter at its
detachment from the orifice considerably
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•

Hydraulic diameter of the base channel does not have much effect on the bubble
diameter at its detachment as long as the shorter side of the base channel is kept
constant.
Unconfined bubbles/droplets were generated inside the cross-flow and co-flow
devices over a wide range of Reynolds number of fluid flow rates through both the
base and secondary channel (Objective 2).
Three regions of bubble formation, confined, active and saturation regions, were
defined for a better understanding of the microbubble formation inside cross-flow
devices.

•

The equations for the transition point of each region to the next region are derived
in the study and are validated using the experimental data from different devices.

•

The study was unable to develop an equation for determining the transition point
from active region to the saturation region inside co-flow devices due to the
formation of flow the separation region.
The mathematical model developed to predict the bubble diameter at its detachment
from a cross-flow device is validated using the experimental data (Objective 3).

•

The detachment of the microbubbles of a diameter less than the 2/3rd of the
hydraulic diameter of the base channel is predicted accurately by the
mathematical model.

•

The modification of the mathematical model to predict the bubble generated from
a co-flow device was unable to be attained due to the formation of flow separation
region in the co-flow devices.
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10)

A feasibility study was conducted on the introduction of flow focusing technique
inside the cross-flow devices using the CFD package COMSOL (Objective 4).

11)

A flow focusing technique was introduced in the cross-flow devices for the first
time and the technique was able to produce bubbles of smaller diameter (Objective
4).

12) The effect of introducing the flow focusing technique in the new generation of coflow devices was also studied and the technique was proven to have advantages like
reduction in flow separation region and formation of smaller bubbles (Objective 4).
13) An optimization study based on both the geometry and shape of the flow focusing
structures was done, and semi-circular structures were proved to have the best
performance (Objective 4).
14) A new technique for generating smaller unconfined bubbles in a base channel is
introduced by the usage of round base channel. The method proved to be very
effective.
The study of microbubble/droplet generation in both cross-flow and co-flow
devices was conducted in this investigation, and the study achieved 95% of its initial
objectives.

APPENDIX A

NOMENCLATURE
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Pi

: density of liquid

pg

: density of gas

o

: surface tension

U|

: viscosity of base liquid

ug

: viscosity of the gas

asat

: transition point of transition from active to saturation region

Aj, Ac

: cross-sectional area of the liquid channel

Alm

: modified cross-sectional area at orifice

Aeff

: effective diameter of the microbubble

CD

: drag coefficient

CMD

: modified drag coefficient

D

: depth of the base channel

Db

: diameter of the microbubble

D0

: diameter of the orifice

Dh, D H

: hydraulic diameter of the base channel

g

: gravity

L

: length of the secondary channel

P

: perimeter of the base channel

AP

: pressure drop

Q

: base liquid flow rate

Qg

: gas flow rate

R

: radius of the microbubble

R

: rate of change of microbubble diameter

Re

: Reynolds number

Ul

: average velocity of the liquid

Ulm

: modified velocity around the obstacle

Ui*

: effective liquid velocity during microbubble growth

VB

: volume of the microbubble

V max

: volume of the maximum unconfmed bubble

v

: velocity of Base liquid

W

: width of the base channel

APPENDIX B

MATLAB PROGRAM TO CALCULATE BUBBLE DIAMETER
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% Author: Tom J John
% Date: 09/27/2008
clc;
clear;
% Defining the constants
sigma = 72.8e-2;

% surface tension [N/m]

rhog= 1.123;

% Density of gas [kg.m J ]

rhol = 997;

% Density of liquid [kg/m ]

visco = 0.000911;

% Viscosity of water

g=9.81;
% Defining input variables
Do=15e-6;

% Diameter orifice [m]

Qo = 2.31 e-11;

% Flow rate of gas [m7s]

U l = 1.32;

% Velocity of liquid [m/s]

w = 170e-6;

% Width of the channel [m]

d = 150e-6;

% Depth of the channel [m]

% Initial calculations
Ro = Do/2;

% Radius of the nozzle [m]

Al = w*d;

% Cross-sectional area [m ]

Dh = 4*(w*d)/(2*(w+d));

% Hydraulic diameter [m]

Re = rhol*Ul*Dh/visco ;

% Reynolds number

Cd = (24/Re)+ (6/(l+sqrt(Re)))+0.4;

% Drag coefficient

% Calculations

n=l;

% Setting up a counter

Db=0;

% initial bubble diameter

lhs=l;

% Initial value of LHS

rhs=0;

% Initial value of RHS

t=0;

% Setting up a timer

while lhs >=rhs
t=t+0.0001;

~~"

V=Qo*t;
Vl=Qo*(t+0.0001);
Db=(3*V/(4*pi))A(l/3);
Dl =(3*Vl/(4*pi))A(l/3);
vb=(Dl-Db)/0.0001;

% Incrementing the timer
.

ULs=2 *U1 * (1 -((Dh-Db)/Dh)A2);
Reb=rhol*(ULs-vb)*Db/visco;

% Bubble Reynolds number

Cd = (24/Reb)+ (6/(l+sqrt(Reb)))+0.4;
CD=18.5/Reb;

% Drag coefficient

Ab = pi* (Db/2)A2;

% Area of the bubble [m2]

Ueff=Ul*Al/(Al-Ab);
Fsig= pi*Do*sigma;

% Surface tension

Fi=ll/16*rhog*4/3*pi*(Db/2)A3*vb;

% Inertia force

FDx=0.5*rhol*UeffA2*(pi*DbA2/4)*Cd/(l-(Db/Dh));

% Drag force

FB = (4/3)*pi*g*(rhol-rhog)*(Db/2)A3;

% Buoyancy force

Fm= rhog*QoA2/(pi*RoA2);

% Momentum force
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lhs=Fsig;

% Balancing forces

rhs = sqrt((Fm+FDy+FB-Fi)A2+FDxA2);
n=n+l;
end

% Incrementing the counter
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